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Abstract

Aerosol Robotic Network (AERONET) measurement data is used in the validation of two prominent satellite aerosol property

retrieval, Multiangle Imaging Spectroradiometer (MISR) and Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS), then

applied to examine the properties of aerosols and the direct influence on radiative forcing (RF) over two metropolitan cities,

Cape Town (CPT) and Pretoria (PRT) in South Africa. The synoptic characteristics of aerosols over CPT for 2015-2019

indicate a general low aerosol optical depth (AOD) of an average of 0.08 ± 0.014 and are prevalently sea salt (SS) aerosols.

In contrast, a high AOD value with an average of 0.23 ± 0.050 was observed over PRT between 2011-2019 and predominated

by sulphate/nitrate aerosols. These two dominant aerosol types are found to be the primary motivator of the net cooling

effect of RF due to aerosol in each location. While the average RF over CPT is -16.79 ± 5.61 during the study period, the

value over PRT is estimated to be more than two times (-36.55 ± 10.54) of the former. The validation of MISR and MODIS

satellite aerosol properties retrieval for the region demonstrated better accuracy over the land than in the maritime environment.

Meanwhile, MODIS underestimated AOD by [?] 32% but generally reported better precision across the board than the MISR

instrument. Further investigation into the seasonal variation of aerosols over the two locations identified seasonality changes in

the characteristics of aerosols mainly influenced by the transport of high-absorbing biomass-burning aerosols.
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Key Points:6

• The radiative forcing over South Africa is a net negative effect mainly associated7

with sea salt aerosol in the south and sulphate/nitrate aerosol in the north.8

• A seasonal drift in absorbing aerosol concentration is observed from north to south9

and often influences aerosol suspension’s optical and spectral characteristics over10

the region leading to decreasing cooling effect.11

• The satellite retrieval over South Africa demonstrated significant agreement with12

AERONET measurements and mainly over the land than the water.13
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Abstract14

Aerosol Robotic Network (AERONET) measurement data is used in the validation of15

two prominent satellite aerosol property retrieval, Multiangle Imaging Spectroradiome-16

ter (MISR) and Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS), then applied17

to examine the properties of aerosols and the direct influence on radiative forcing (RF)18

over two metropolitan cities, Cape Town (CPT) and Pretoria (PRT) in South Africa.19

The synoptic characteristics of aerosols over CPT for 2015-2019 indicate a general low20

aerosol optical depth (AOD) of an average of 0.08 ± 0.014 and are prevalently sea salt21

(SS) aerosols. In contrast, a high AOD value with an average of 0.23 ± 0.050 was ob-22

served over PRT between 2011-2019 and predominated by sulphate/nitrate aerosols. These23

two dominant aerosol types are found to be the primary motivator of the net cooling ef-24

fect of RF due to aerosol in each location. While the average RF over CPT is -16.79 ±25

5.61 during the study period, the value over PRT is estimated to be more than two times26

(-36.55 ± 10.54) of the former. The validation of MISR and MODIS satellite aerosol prop-27

erties retrieval for the region demonstrated better accuracy over the land than in the mar-28

itime environment. Meanwhile, MODIS underestimated AOD by ≈ 32% but generally29

reported better precision across the board than the MISR instrument. Further investi-30

gation into the seasonal variation of aerosols over the two locations identified seasonal-31

ity changes in the characteristics of aerosols mainly influenced by the transport of high-32

absorbing biomass-burning aerosols.33

Plain Language Summary34

Air pollutants from human and natural resources often modify the amount of en-35

ergy reaching the earths surface from the sun. Over South Africa, an enhanced cooling36

effect is often experienced due to the predominantly scattering characteristics of suspended37

particles. However, occasionally induced absorbing pollutants from the northern part of38

the region diffused southward and changed the atmospheric characteristics of the area.39

The extent of influence over parts of the region significantly depends on the proximity40

to the prime aerosol sources.41

1 Introduction42

Atmospheric aerosols are known to influence global weather and climate conditions.43

However, the extent of this influence solely and relative to other components that im-44

pact observable changes in the weather and climate system forms a significant source of45

ambiguity (Boucher, 2015; IPCC, 2013). Aerosol particles significantly interact with in-46

coming solar radiation directly through scattering and absorption and indirectly by mod-47

ifying the clouds microphysical properties (Haywood & Boucher, 2000) while serving as48

cloud condensation and ice nuclei (CCN and IN) during cloud formation (Ackerman et49

al., 2000; Twomey, 1977). Also, they interact with terrestrial (longwave) radiation via50

absorption and re-emission to alter the amount of outgoing electromagnetic radiation51

(Hansen et al., 1997). The interaction of these particles with solar as the primary en-52

ergy source and terrestrial radiations results in the earths energy budget perturbation,53

which often drives the changes in weather and climate conditions (Hansen et al., 1997;54

Haywood & Boucher, 2000). More so, aerosols influence differing atmospheric and en-55

vironmental challenges ranging from poor air quality, health problems, low visibility, and56

a dusty environment (Falaiye et al., 2013; Pope et al., 2002; Putaud, 2010) which are detri-57

mental to human survival and general well-being. In contrast, aerosols are vital compo-58

nents of cloud formation and rainfall and sometimes serve as an essential source of soil59

nutrients favourable to humans (Falaiye et al., 2013; Fan et al., 2016). Therefore, reg-60

ular qualitative and quantitative assessments are crucial for properly managing its con-61

sequences regarding their impacts on the earths energy budget and humans.62
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Aerosols are emitted from different sources, vary in types and properties, and the63

distribution is susceptible to spatio-temporal changes (Yakubu & Chetty, 2020). Fur-64

thermore, based on the listed characteristics, aerosol particles influence the earth and65

its atmosphere to varying degrees on a regional and global scale (IPCC, 2013). However,66

due to the poor understanding of how different aerosol characteristics translate to dif-67

fering atmospheric and climate changes, their impacts are associated with significant un-68

certainty (IPCC, 2013; Jacobson, 2001). Similarly, the knowledge and uncertainty gaps69

in characterising and quantifying aerosol effects result in their underrepresentation in70

the cloud and the general circulation model (GCM) (Gettelman & Sherwood, 2016; Se-71

infeld et al., 2016). Therefore, proper quantification of the variation and roles of differ-72

ent aerosol types become critical in characterising their corresponding effects efficiently.73

Over the years, various approaches have been employed to measure and determine74

aerosol characteristics, including in-situ measurement, ground and satellite remote sens-75

ing, and modelling (de Meij & Lelieveld, 2011; Drury et al., 2008; Dubovik & King, 2000).76

Each process has distinct drawbacks ranging from poor spatial coverage to temporal in-77

stability and low sensitivity. In-situ or field campaigns are the most accurate aerosol mon-78

itoring method but are significantly disadvantaged by the limited spatiotemporal range79

(Formenti et al., 2002; Ichoku et al., 2003; Smirnov et al., 2003). Meanwhile, in prac-80

tice, remote sensing from both ground and satellite platforms constitutes the most com-81

monly used method of aerosol measurement (Yakubu & Chetty, 2020). These methods82

are mainly advantageous due to their effectiveness in measuring the total column val-83

ues of aerosol and non-intrusiveness (Smirnov et al., 2002). Besides, they possess con-84

siderably high stability in terms of temporal and spatial coverage. Although ground ob-85

servation is still considered among the most effective remote form of observing aerosol86

properties. They are yet faced with the limitation of poor spatial coverage. Satellite-measured87

aerosol properties are less efficient, though they possess an uninterrupted temporal and88

broader spatial range (Sherman et al., 2016; Yakubu & Chetty, 2020). Therefore, ground89

and satellite remote sensing synergy for aerosol monitoring has demonstrated promis-90

ing results (Kaufman et al., 2000). Also, modelled generated aerosol data is similarly sta-91

ble temporally and spatially but prone to several errors since such data depends on in-92

situ, ground, and satellite data. Applying any or the synergy of these methods has helped93

characterised aerosol and investigate its impacts on climate (Schuster et al., 2012; Sher-94

man et al., 2016; Yakubu & Chetty, 2020).95

Natural and anthropogenic aerosols are often found as a mix globally. However, sev-96

eral studies have suggested that the increase in anthropogenic aerosols leads to the cur-97

rent challenge posed by climatic change (Charlson et al., 1992; IPCC, 2013; Schwartz98

et al., 2002). Also, findings have demonstrated that the aerosol suspension over an area99

is a function of both localised generated and in-ward transported aerosols from the ex-100

ternal origin (Yakubu & Chetty, 2020). Hence, the characteristics of aerosol suspension101

can be predominantly influenced by localised generated aerosols or influx of transported102

aerosol particles. Meanwhile, some studies have shown that internally generated aerosols103

that mainly form a canopy over urban/industrialised environments emerge primarily from104

anthropogenic sources (Charlson et al., 1992; Schwartz et al., 2002; Wang et al., 2018).105

However, the occasional influx of transported aerosols also increases the aerosol suspended106

in some cases.107

In contrast, rural and semi-urban areas are commonly dominated by natural aerosol108

emission but occasionally experience a sharp increment in aerosol suspension mainly due109

to the influx of transported particles (IPCC, 2007; Smirnov et al., 2003). Also, the mix110

of different aerosol suspensions has differing impacts on the corresponding region. Stud-111

ies from various parts of the world have shown fine mode particles with generally absorb-112

ing characteristics and mainly originating from anthropogenic sources dominate the ur-113

ban/industrial environments (IPCC, 2013; Yakubu & Chetty, 2020). The typical impact114

associated with this aerosol environment is an increase or decrease in the radiative forc-115
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ing (Twomey, 1977; Wang et al., 2018) due to the absorbing or scattering nature of the116

predominant particles, depending on the composition of the suspended aerosols.117

Studies on urban/industrial regions such as America (Smirnov et al., 2003), Eu-118

rope (Putaud, 2010; Sayer et al., 2014) and Central Asia (Wang et al., 2018) have shown119

that the impact of suspension due to urban/industrial aerosols on radiative forcing is a120

net warming effect (positive RF) following the strong absorption features of the constituents.121

Meanwhile, related studies in a similar setting elsewhere have shown the reverse (Yun122

et al., 2022). Polluted environments have also been presented to suppress precipitation123

formation (Fan et al., 2016; Rosenfeld, 1999). Nevertheless, some studies have found pre-124

cipitation enhancement by high aerosol loading (Christensen & Stephens, 2012; Fan et125

al., 2016). Studies have consistently explained the two situations mainly to be influenced126

by atmospheric dynamics and thermodynamics (Fan et al., 2016; Rosenfeld et al., 2014).127

Over South Africa (SA), some studies have been carried out on characterising atmospheric128

aerosols suspended in the region. These include aerosol optical properties, the effect on129

radiative forcing, impacts on cloud and precipitation, and air pollution (Adesina et al.,130

2016; Formenti et al., 2002; Hersey et al., 2015; Ichoku et al., 2003). Generally, from those131

investigations, aerosols over SA exhibit seasonality centred around spring and aerosol132

loading is highest in the upper parts compared to the lower areas (Adesina et al., 2016;133

Tesfaye et al., 2011; Yakubu & Chetty, 2020).134

Similarly, these studies have shown that the upper parts are distinctly dominated135

by fine mode aerosol, while the lower parts are a mix of coarse and fine aerosols. The136

primary sources of aerosols identified by these studies are observed to depend on the level137

of industrialisation, population and other related human activities. Also, they are some-138

times enhanced by seasonal influx of biomass burning aerosol from neighbouring com-139

munities.140

Regarding spatial coverage, most studies have investigated aerosol activities in fewer141

locations based on ground data, such as AERONET (Kumar et al., 2017; Queface et al.,142

2011) and more multilocation studies using satellite instruments data (Adesina et al.,143

2016; Tesfaye et al., 2011). Meanwhile, the validation of satellite aerosol retrieval over144

SA remains minimal, and most studies conducted using ground instruments such as sun145

photometers are mainly single location-based observations. Hence, only a few studies (Hersey146

et al., 2015; Yakubu & Chetty, 2020) have examined the validation of satellite measure-147

ments over the region, which are limited to small spatial coverage and often involve se-148

lected parameters. With the growing industrialisation and population across the region,149

urban expansion calls for more climate actions. Hence, understanding aerosol proper-150

ties and the accompanying impacts become essential. Besides, more studies are needed151

to validate satellite-retrieved and modelled generated data, considering the vast gap set152

by satellite-based predominated studies over the region. This approach will enhance the153

reliability of satellite-based observations in studying aerosol regionally and globally.154

This work investigates aerosol optical characteristics and the consequential impacts155

on radiative forcing over two metropolises in South Africa with distinct industrial and156

population footprints. Each of the two study areas represents the upper and lower parts157

of the country, respectively, and is strategic to Southern Africa. Furthermore, the areas158

are host to AERONET sun photometers and boast relatively consistent data regarding159

availability amongst peers. The study explores the advantages of these two sites attributes160

(as mentioned above) to understand the aerosol characteristics and radiative effects of161

locally generated and inward-transported aerosols. The role of naturally emitted and an-162

thropogenic aerosols over each environment and proxy location is examined. Equally im-163

portant, data from two satellite instruments over the sites will be validated using the AERONET164

data. The results present a comprehensive insight into identifying the predominant types165

and sources of aerosols in South Africa and their effects on the region. Further, the study166

will assist in deciding on an appropriate measure to tackle the climate change issue. Also,167

this output portrays a significant advance towards optimising satellite retrieval of aerosol168
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measurements over Africa and enhancing the modelling of aerosols over the region. Sub-169

sequently, section two describes the data, sources, and general approach to this study.170

Sections three and four give the study’s detailed results and general discussion. Finally,171

the summary and a brief conclusion of the outcomes of this work are presented in sec-172

tion five.173

2 Data and Methods174

2.1 Locations175

This study focused on two strategic metros (Pretoria and Cape Town) in South Africa176

(SA), separated by ≈ 2000 km within the regions geographical space (see Figure 1). Cape177

Town (33.92◦ S, 18.42◦ E) is one of the largest metropolitan areas in SA, located in the178

southernmost and coastal part of the region. The area has a mountainous and hilly land-179

scape, including the famous Table Mountain, a popular tourist site. Also, the environ-180

ment is typically a marine environment due to the nearness to the coast of SA. Cape Town181

is home to several industrial and commercial activities and represents the economic cen-182

tre of the Western Cape province. The area, with a population of over 2-million people,183

is involved in different light industrial and domestic activities that result in the emission184

of a considerable amount of aerosols. Aerosols such as SO4, NO3, black (BC) and organic185

carbons (OC) are typical of this location (Yakubu & Chetty, 2020). Some aerosol im-186

pacts in this area include increased air pollution, weather changes, and associated health187

implications. Between 2013 and 2015, the region experienced low rainfall and was po-188

tentially prone to drought (Yakubu & Chetty, 2020). Similarly, a slight rise in air pol-189

lution and poorer air quality are observed from 2014 to 2018 (Yakubu & Chetty, 2022,190

2020).191

Pretoria (25.75◦ S, 28.28◦ E) is in Gauteng province northeast of SA, with another192

metropolis, Johannesburg, known as the country’s economic capital. Due to proximity,193

the neighbouring city’s (i.e., Johannesburg) population and activities significantly influ-194

ence this area. Pretoria, popularly known as the administrative domain of SA, is home195

to extensive industrial activities, particularly the heavy steel industries. Mining activ-196

ities and the coal power plant around the area are also essential sources of aerosol emis-197

sion. In the last two decades, the city has suffered climate change impacts such as heat198

waves, precipitation drops and drought (McBride et al., 2022; Sen Roy & Rouault, 2013).199

Considering the series of climate change related events observed in the environment, there200

is a need to understand the role of aerosol emission changes over the area to mitigate201

the possible re-occurrence of such negative influences effectively. Besides, this study will202

enhance the characterisation of aerosols regionally and globally.203

2.2 Data204

For a detailed understanding of the aerosol properties and their corresponding im-205

pacts, this study utilises data from ground and satellite platforms to arrive at the result206

presented. The ground observation data is from the AERONET (Aerosol Robotic Net-207

work) stations in both locations. AERONET is a ground-based network of sun photome-208

ters that monitors the near real-time global distribution of aerosol spectral optical thick-209

ness through direct sun collimated and sky radiance measurements. The radiometers within210

the network take measurements at eight spectral bands: 340 nm, 440 nm, 500 nm, 675211

nm, 870 nm, 970 nm and 1020 nm. The direct sun radiation is measured in all eight spec-212

tra, while the sky radiation is obtained at four wavelengths (440 nm, 670 nm, 870 nm213

and 1020 nm). Furthermore, AERONET provides aerosol optical depth (AOD) measure-214

ment at seven spectral bands and a nominal uncertainty of ≈ ±0.01-0.02 (Eck et al., 2013;215

Holben et al., 1998). From the AOD measurements at two reference wavelengths, an-216

other vital parameter, the Angstrom exponent (AE or α), which gives insight into the217

size characteristics of aerosols, is obtained. Also, from the spectral deconvolution algo-218
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Figure 1. The map of South Africa showing the locations of Cape Town and Pretoria
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rithm (SDA), properties such as the fine mode fraction (FMF) and AOD (τf ) are inferred219

using the instrument measurements. Apart from the optical parameters, the network of220

radiometers produces microphysical parameters, including the volume size distribution,221

single scattering albedo (SSA), refractive indices (RI), and absorbing AOD (τabs), amongst222

others, using the flexible inversion algorithm and the sky radiance measurement as in-223

put (Dubovik & King, 2000). Several works have documented a detailed description of224

the retrieval method and products following the flexible inversion algorithm (Dubovik225

& King, 2000; Yakubu & Chetty, 2020). In this work, the level 1.5 scientific datasets from226

AERONET measurements for Pretoria and Simons Town sites to present the results herein.227

The preference for level 1.5 (cloud screen only) over level 2.0 (cloud screen and quality228

assurance) datasets is due to the size of datasets offered by the former and the consis-229

tency (> 90%) compared to the latter, as observed from the two sites. Generally, the AERONET230

data is vital to this study as it provides an insightful view of aerosol optical and micro-231

physical properties over the locations and validates satellite-derived data.232

Both satellite data used in this study are measurements obtained from two instru-233

ments on board the Terra satellite, one of the A-train constellation satellites. The mul-234

tiangle imaging spectroradiometer (MISR) instrument measures the reflected solar ra-235

diation from the earths surface by nine different cameras positioned at different angles;236

nadir, ± 26.1◦, ± 45.6◦, ± 60.0◦ and ± 70.5◦, to monitor changes in global climate. Each237

of the nine cameras operates at four wavelengths; blue (443 nm), green (555 nm), red238

(670 nm) and infrared (865 nm) to provide various scientific datasets on aerosol and cloud239

properties beneficial for the proper characterisation of their impact on global climate.240

MISR possess the advantage of being carefully calibrated to operate at optimal accuracy241

to provide data at a high spatial resolution (Abdou et al., 2005; Diner et al., 1998; Kahn242

et al., 2010). Besides, the instrument offers the classification of aerosol particle size dis-243

tribution among its peers. In the present study, level-3 daytime daily and monthly data244

at a spatial resolution of 0.5◦ x 0.5◦ are utilised to present additional results.245

The moderate resolution imaging spectroradiometer (MODIS) has radiometric ca-246

pabilities to measure the reflectance from clouds and the earths surface at 36 different247

spectrums ranging from visible to infrared. The instrument monitors the activities of aerosol248

and clouds at a horizontal resolution between 250 m and 1 km. MODIS produces dif-249

ferent levels of aerosol products ranging from raw data (Level 1) to more refined datasets250

(Level 2 to Level 4). The higher-level aerosol products generally pass through further251

processing, where the datasets undergo different screening algorithms designated to filter-252

off inconsistent data. Also, a quality assurance (QA) flag is associated with successive253

product levels to enhance the quality of interpretation. Datasets from MODIS instru-254

ments form the basis of several studies, particularly over vast areas with no ground in-255

struments. Hence, it is crucial to validate the data available from this instrument over256

all possible locations to assess the credibility in evaluating the past, present and future257

states of the atmosphere. Daily and monthly standard level 3, 1◦ x 1◦ gridded datasets258

are used for the analysis presented in this paper.259

To evaluate the validation of the satellite retrieved data against the AERONET260

ground observation data, statistical metrics to include the correlation coefficient (R-value),261

significance value via 2-tail test (P-value), root mean square error (RMSE), mean av-262

erage error (MAE) and the percentage mean bias (PMB) are considered. The identifi-263

cations of the dominant aerosol types follow the application of an unsupervised cluster-264

ing machine learning algorithm deployed using the Python Scikit module to corroborate265

the traditional identification process based on aerosol characteristics. Quantifying the266

direct radiative forcing (RF) due to aerosol in this work is based on the radiative trans-267

fer model. This model considers the difference in net fluxes (i.e., upward and downward268

fluxes) due to aerosol (without cloud) to estimate the RF at the top (TOA) and bottom269

(BOA) of the atmosphere. Thus, the average RF (ARF) over a region is typically esti-270
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mated as a function of RF at TOA and BOA following the expression below (Boiyo et271

al., 2019; Kumar et al., 2017);272

ARF = RFTOA −RFBOA, (1)273

where,274

RFTOA = radiative forcing at the top of atmosphere275

RFBOA = radiative forcing at the bottom of atmosphere.276

For this study, the RF at TOA (RF
′

TOA) and BOA (RF
′

BOA) derived from AERONET277

radiative forcing products are used. While the AERONET inferred RF
′

TOA is used di-278

rectly in equation (1) to account for net flux at TOA (i.e., RF
′

TOA= RFTOA), RF
′

BOA279

is applied to account for the downward net flux only. So, to represent the complete forc-280

ing at BOA to cater for the upward net flux, a correctional term as a function of the sur-281

face albedo (ω
′
) is applied to RF

′

BOA. Thus, RFBOA in equation (1) is then expressed282

as;283

RFBOA = (1− ω
′
)RF

′

BOA. (2)284

Based on equation (2), the estimation of ω
′

is done through the dataset of the MODIS285

albedo products. Thus, the level-3 MCD43A3 and the corresponding quality product (MCD43A1)286

are utilised to derive ω
′

at the zenith ranging from 40◦ - 80◦ to account for changes in287

the instantaneous albedos (Wang et al., 2015).288

3 Results289

3.1 Aerosol optical properties statistics290

The monthly averages of the parameters AOD, AE, FMF, AODabs, SSA and WVC291

over the study period 2015-2019 for Cape Town (CPT) and 2011-2019 for Pretoria (PRT)292

are presented in Figures 2 and 3. Generally, aerosol loading measured by AOD is lower293

in CPT (AODav 440 = 0.08 ± 0.014), typical of the maritime environment (Smirnov et294

al., 2003), compared to PRT (0.23 ± 0.050), which boasts of more industrial activities,295

especially in the heavy metal industries. These observed values agree well with the re-296

ported ones from previous studies (Kumar et al., 2017; Yakubu & Chetty, 2020). Also,297

noticeably the two locations differ in the period of min-max occurrence of aerosol load-298

ing due to slight differences in climate patterns. Remarkably, the meteorological states299

are critical to aerosol characterisation owing to their roles in suspension and removal from300

the atmosphere. For instance, CPT is associated with the winter rainfall season result-301

ing in the increase in aerosol removal by scavenging clouds ahead of the rainy events and302

is suggestively accountable for the minimum AOD (0.060) in April, as shown in Figure303

2a, while the continuous suspension and the influx of air masses carrying aerosol is linked304

to maximum AOD (0.103) in August and most parts of spring.305

Meanwhile, the case slightly differs for Pretoria, as illustrated by Figure 2b, such306

that the minimum AOD (0.159) occurred in June and the maximum (0.341) in Septem-307

ber, extending through the spring season as seen for CPT and often associated with the308

events of biomass burning (BB) during the pre-farming season. Studies have repeatedly309

linked the BB events accounting for the high aerosol turbidity over the two locations in310

spring to mainly emanate from the northern parts of South Africa and neighbouring coun-311

tries (Formenti et al., 2002; Hersey et al., 2015; Hodnebrog et al., 2016; Yakubu & Chetty,312

2020). The concentration over each site is a function of the proximity and wind flux to-313

wards the area.314
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Following the characteristic aerosol loading over the study sites, CPT demonstrated315

the predominance of coarse particles (i.e., AE < 1.0) with a multiyear monthly average316

of 0.733 ± 0.128. At the same time, PRT tends more toward fine mode aerosols (i.e., AE317

> 1.0) with an average AE value of 1.517 ± 0.072. From Figure 2c, the minimum monthly318

mean AE (0.504 in March) and generally lower AE over Cape Town occur during the319

summer and autumn and coincide with the reduced influx of transported aerosol over320

the site. This variation significantly portrays the feature of a typical less polluted mar-321

itime environment with the predominance of sea salt (SS) aerosol. Previous studies over322

similar sites (de Leeuw et al., 2011; Smirnov et al., 2003), including this current site (Yakubu323

& Chetty, 2020), have demonstrated comparable variation and have been linked to a pris-324

tine coastal area predominated by coarse aerosol of SS origin. Similarly, the maximum325

monthly mean (0.929 in September) represents increasing aerosol loading dominated by326

finer particles and corresponds to the period of high atmospheric turbidity. This vari-327

ation is associated mainly with the spring months, typically characterised by (internal328

and external) biomass burning and fossil fuel combustion. In contrast, aerosol suspen-329

sion over Pretoria is chiefly dominated by fine mode aerosols (see Figure 2d). A mean330

monthly average AE (1.52) is recorded over PRT during the study period. Emissions from331

industrial activities, vehicular movements and other domestic activities are more likely332

to account for this variation. Meanwhile, the minimum AE (1.409 in July) and during333

the entire winter months suggest a decrease in fine particle dominated aerosols, such as334

BB aerosol, by relatively considering the drop in AOD value. The maximum (AE = 1.597335

in December) and generally from spring to autumn indicates the enhanced emission and336

suspension of fine mode particles, influenced by the BB aerosol influx from external sources.337

This AE characteristic over PRT is consistent with the observation from a previous study338

over the site (Kumar et al., 2017).339

The FMF variation from the spectral deconvolution algorithm (SDA) is presented340

in Figures 2e and 2f (i.e., for CPT and PRT, respectively) further to examine the par-341

ticle size characteristics over the study sites. Coarse mode dominates atmospheric aerosol342

suspension over CPT, with FMF mostly less than 0.5 during most months of each sea-343

son, such that the monthly average value (0.45 ± 0.056) reflects the dominance. This344

observation, coupled with the AOD and AE variation earlier described, strongly suggest345

SS as the primary aerosol type over the region. The minimum average FMF (0.360 in346

March) and low values in most months further display the strong dominance of SS aerosol347

over the area and less pollution. The maximum mean (0.542 in September) and relatively348

high values during winter signify increased pollution. These observations considerably349

align with the earlier findings in this work and the hypothesis from a previous study (Yakubu350

& Chetty, 2020), noting the influx of polluted air mass mainly linked to BB aerosol (i.e.,351

aged smoke) from the northern part of South Africa. In contrast, FMF variation over352

PRT of a monthly mean value of 0.780 ± 0.029 illustrates the predominance of fine mode353

aerosol in the site. The minimum FMF (0.730 in November) represent the period of less354

influx of external air pollutant (especially aged smoke), while the maximum (0.821 in355

September) demonstrates the enhancement of internal air pollution due to the external356

influx of aerosol particles.357

Figures 3a and 3b illustrate the variation of absorbing AOD (AODabs or τabs) over358

Cape Town and Pretoria, respectively. AODabs also constitute a vital property in aerosol359

characterisation and enhance the identification of different aerosol types. Aerosols such360

as carbon soot (CS) and black carbon (BC) are strong absorbers of solar radiation, hence,361

identifiable by high τabs. Low or relatively moderate τabs can infer moderately absorb-362

ing aerosols such as organic carbon (OC) and MD; those with poor absorbing proper-363

ties are differentiable by extremely low AODabs. On this note, τabs is generally low over364

CPT (mean τabs = 0.005 ± 0.002) compared to PRT (mean τabs = 0.019 ± 0.009) with365

≈ 4-times absorbing characteristics of CPT. The features presented by the AODabs vari-366

ations in the two locations support the pattern demonstrated by AOD, AE and FMF.367

Also, the differences in τabs between the two sites beam more insight into the role of prox-368
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Figure 2. The graphs of the multiyear monthly mean AOD, AE and FMF for Cape Town;

(a), (c) and (e), and Pretoria; (b), (d) and (f)
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imity in the aerosol characteristics over each location. PRT is closer to the prime source369

of BB aerosols resulting in higher τabs, while CPT further away from the origin accounts370

for the lesser τabs.371

Similar but opposite to τabs, the single scattering albedo (SSA or ω) variation over372

the study locations is described in Figures 3c and 3d for CPT and PRT, respectively.373

Over CPT, the monthly mean ω value is 0.932 ± 0.022 suggesting a considerable dom-374

inance of scattering suspensions. Factoring the variations portrayed by AOD, AE, FMF,375

and AODabs, the assertion of SS aerosols matching the predominant aerosol type over376

the Cape Town site is more apparent. The finding is consistent with the previous stud-377

ies on the location (Yakubu & Chetty, 2020). Nevertheless, it is essential to note from378

the min-max SSA (i.e., 0.897-0.967) that aerosol suspended over this site sometime con-379

stitutes the mix of coarse-fine mode particles leading to characteristics shift in the value380

of SSA from strong to less scattering. Internal emissions such as domestic and industrial381

emissions and the influx of aged smoke-bearing air masses are often liable to these changes.382

Similarly, the monthly mean ω in PRT is 0.899 ± 0.027, which chiefly represents383

scattering aerosols. However, compared with the obtained value over CPT, it demon-384

strates a more absorbing trait typical of an urban-industrial location and its proxy to385

the primary BB sources. The minimum average SSA (0.860) occurs in August, and the386

maximum value (0.948) is recorded in December. The minimum SSA and other lower387

values (ω < 0.890) are chiefly associated with the winter and spring months, coinciding388

with the pre-planting period in South Africa and bordering countries. From the varia-389

tions of SSA and other aerosol properties over Pretoria, one can observe the dominance390

of less absorbing and more scattering particles (like sulphate and nitrate aerosols) dur-391

ing autumn and summer. Likewise, the influence of less scattering and more absorbing392

aerosols (e.g., black and organic carbon) is observable around the winter and spring, thereby393

changing the spectral properties of the suspended particles.394

Figures 3e and 3f illustrate the variations of atmospheric water vapour content (WVC)395

for CPT and PRT. WVC or precipitable water for both locations are similar in inter-396

pretation such that atmospheric vapour is lowest during winter (i.e., CPT;1.17 cm and397

PRT;0.67 cm, both in July) and highest in summer (CPT;1.99 cm in January and PRT;2.05398

cm in December). This pattern is typical for all parts of South Africa, where WVC is399

all high during summer and lowest in winter. The monthly average WVC for the sites400

is 1.52 ± 0.29 cm and 1.35 ± 0.54 cm for Cape Town and Pretoria, respectively. Notably,401

the average WVC over CPT is higher than the value for PRT and is link-able to the near-402

ness to the ocean since air temperature over the water drops slower compared to the land.403

Generally, the characteristics of high WVC during summer have been consistently re-404

ported over the hemispheres (Sioris et al., 2016; Yakubu & Chetty, 2022). Hence, the405

finding in this study is in good agreement with past studies.406

Figures 4 and 5 show the validation of aerosol optical parameters data from the407

satellite (i.e., MISR and MODIS) observations over the locations under investigation against408

AERONET ground-measured data. In figures 4a and 4b representing Cape Towns MISR409

and MODIS AOD validations, respectively, one can see that the latter demonstrated bet-410

ter agreement with AERONET AOD following a moderate relationship (i.e., R = 0.561;411

P << 0.001) compared to the former with a very weak correlation (i.e., R = 0.173; P412

= 0.466). Also important, while MISR overestimated AOD over CPT by more than 50%413

relative to AERONET measurement, MODIS underestimated the parameter by approx-414

imately 10% (see Table 1 for complete metrics). Generally, both satellite instruments415

have been reported to retrieve AOD measurements over maritime/nearshore environments416

poorly (Kaufman et al., 1997). Several factors, such as the surface reflectance of water,417

instrument radiometric calibration, atmospheric correction and spatial resolution, are418

some of the sources of uncertainty in validating the two satellite instruments (Drury et419

al., 2008; Lora-Salazar et al., 2016). Although special algorithms are introduced in pro-420

cessing these datasets to correct and realign them with in-situ observation, environmen-421
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Figure 3. The plot of monthly mean AODabs, SSA440 and WVC for Cape Town; (a), (c) and

(e), and Pretoria; (b), (d) and (f) over their respective study periods
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Table 1. Summary of the statistical metrics adopted in the evaluation of the satellite valida-

tion

CPT

a(M1 ; M2) AOD AE AODabs SSA WVC

R-value 0.173 ; 0.561 0.069 ; 0.126 -0.033 ; 0.260 -0.014 ; -0.177 – ; 0.970
P-value 0.466 ; <0.001 0.773 ; 0.411 0.895 ; 0.105 0.960 ; 0.275 – ; <0.001
bDiff.(%) 50.08 ; -10.35 40.70 ; 103.42 13.84 ; -7.80 1.130 ; 0.590 – ; 0.570
RMSE 0.061 ; 0.026 0.380 ; 0.772 0.006 ; 0.004 0.061 ; 0.04 – ; –
MAE 0.050 ; 0.020 0.314 ; 0.753 0.005 ; 0.003 0.047 ; 0.032 – ; –

a(M1 ; M2) PRT

R-value 0.611 ; 0.641 0.025 ; 0.106 0.579 ; 0.420 0.507 ; 0.424 – ; 0.990
P-value <0.001 ; <0.001 0.858 ; 0.388 <0.001 ; <0.001 <0.001 ; 0.003 – ; <0.001
bDiff.(%) -13.11 ; -53.62 -5.160 ; -1.270 -32.91 ; -58.26 3.530 ; 3.250 – ; 7.740
RMSE 0.068 ; 0.133 0.367 ; 0.133 0.011 ; 0.015 0.045 ; 0.059 – ; –
MAE 0.052 ; 0.125 0.295 ; 0.104 0.008 ; 0.012 0.037 ; 0.046 – ; –

aM1 = MISR, M2 = MODIS. bDiff.(%) = Percentage difference.

tal differences can influence the outcome of CPT. Also, the gap between the MISR and422

MODIS datasets is associable with the scanty data by the former compared to the lat-423

ter.424

Over PRT in Figures 4c and 4d, the result seems similar as seen for CPT. MODIS425

AOD measurement (R = 0.641; P << 0.001) slightly outperformed MISR AOD (i.e., R426

= 0.611; P << 0.001) in PRT. As an important note, the instruments demonstrated bet-427

ter retrieval on land than the ocean, as seen from observation over maritime/nearshore428

environments like CPT. Meanwhile, both instruments underestimated AOD relative to429

AERONET measurement over PRT, with MODIS taking the lead (see Table 1). Fur-430

ther to the above observations, improvement in data points for MISR has significantly431

enhanced the extent of agreement with the AERONET dataset.432

AE retrievals from the two instruments relative to AERONET obtained measure-433

ments in Figures 4e 4h generally indicate weak agreements for both locations. Yet, the434

retrieval over the land (PRT) tends to be better than the counterpart in the nearshore435

CPT. In Figures 4e and 4f for CPT, MISR demonstrated a weaker correlation (i.e., R436

= 0.069; P = 0.773) compared to MODIS (i.e., R = 0.126; P = 0.411), respectively. Sim-437

ilarly, PRT in Figure 4g MISR (R = 0.025; P = 0.858) displayed a poorer correlation438

than MODIS (R = 0.106; P = 0.388) in Figure 4h. While both instruments averagely439

overestimated AE in CPT (i.e., MISR = 40.71%; MODIS = 103.42%), they underesti-440

mated the quantity in PRT (MISR = 5.16%; MODIS = 1.27%). The broader biases demon-441

strated by the AE retrievals are more associable with the inherited uncertainties from442

the AOD at individual wavelength profiled in the evaluation. Similarly, the dis-similarity443

in the choice of reference wavelengths in evaluating AE for the collocated AERONET444

and satellite instruments could also interfere with the correlation divergence.445

Studying the validation plots of AODabs for the satellite instruments over CPT il-446

lustrated in Figures 5a and 5b, shows retrieval from MISR (R = -0.033; P = 0.895) and447

MODIS (R = 0.26; P = 0.105) weakly correlated with AERONET values. As with the448

observed relationship for AOD in CPT, the poor correlation was generally recorded for449

both satellite instruments. Nevertheless, MODIS AODabs tends to agree better with AERONET.450

In Figures 5c and 5d, respectively, for Pretoria MISR and MODIS AODabs, a moderate451
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Figure 4. The plots of comparisons amongst AERONET, MISR and MODIS instrument data

on AOD (a and b), AE (c and d), AODabs (e and f) and SSA (g and h) for CPT

correlation is observable for the two instruments compared to AERONET measurements.452

The MISR (R = 0.579; P << 0.001) demonstrated a more substantial relation with the453

ground instrument compared to MODIS (R = 0.42; P << 0.001). Overall, the trend of454

relatively better agreements of the satellite instruments with the collocated AERONET455

observation over the land surface is repeatedly demonstrated here for the AODabs, which456

is consistent with the earlier finding.457

Comparison of SSA measurement between the satellites and ground instruments458

in Figures 5e-5h are similar to the relationship seen for AODabs over the locations. Weak459

connections between AERONET and the satellites SSA are recorded over CPT in which460

MISR (R = -0.014; P = 0.960) tends to be weaker than MODIS (R = -0.177; P = 0.275)461

measurement. Meanwhile, both satellite instruments posted a moderate relationship with462

the ground instrument in PRT, such that MODIS (R = 0.507; P << 0.001) is portrayed463

to be more assertive in correlation compared to MISR (R = 0.424; P = 0.003). Also es-464

sential, the satellite instruments averagely over estimated SSA measurement at both sites465

compared to the ground sensor, although by a minimal margin (i.e., < 4%). Further ex-466

amining the satellite retrieval of another vital parameter available only from MODIS,467

the precipitable water, indicated robust agreement with the ground instrument in both468

locations. As expected, the accuracy over PRT (R = 0.99; P << 0.001) supersede that469

of CPT (R = 0.97; P << 0.001) and is accountable to the satellite instrument retrieval470

precision over land compared to the water surface. The WVC MODIS-AERONET re-471

lationship result obtained in this work consistently agrees with findings from previous472

studies (Kahn et al., 2010; Yakubu & Chetty, 2020, 2022).473

3.2 Relationships amongst optical properties474

In this section, the relationships AE vs AOD, SSA vs AOD, AE vs AODabs and475

aerosol index (AI) vs WVC are examined and presented in Figure 6 to further under-476

stand the aerosol characteristics over the study locations. AI represent a parameter de-477
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Figure 5. The plots of comparisons amongst AERONET, MISR and MODIS instrument data

on AOD (a and b), AE (c and d), AODabs (e and f) and SSA (g and h) for PRT

fined as AOD *AE to factor the aerosol loading along with the size distribution in a sin-478

gle term. Figure 6a shows the relationship between AOD and AE for Cape Town. Mainly,479

low aerosol loading corresponds with large particle size (i.e., τ440 < 0.1 primarily for α440−870 <480

1.0), then AOD between 0.1 and 0.15 consists of more mixed particle size (i.e., coarse481

and fine), and high atmospheric pollution over the location is dominated by fine-mode482

aerosols (τ440 > 0.15; α440−870 > 1.0). Similarly and more obviously, low aerosol load-483

ing over Pretoria is dominated by coarse-mode aerosols (i.e., τ440 < 0.1 ≡ α440−870 <484

1.0), and high loading coincides with fine-mode particles (τ440 > 0.2 ≡ α440−870 > 1.0)485

as observed from Figure 6b.486

The plot of SSA against AOD for CPT in Figure 6c demonstrates predominant scat-487

tering (i.e., ω > 0.9) mainly for τ440 < 0.2. The region of ω < 0.9 coincides with τ440 >488

0.2 and the cluster of ω > 0.9 lies with mostly high aerosol loading (i.e., τ440 > 0.15).489

The first described region exhibits the characteristic of SS aerosols, the next is likened490

to carbon emission (including carbon soot, OC, and BC), and the last segment depicts491

sulphate and nitrate presence. These observations are consistent with the findings in the492

previous section and earlier study (Yakubu & Chetty, 2020), considering the environ-493

mental characteristics of CPT, such as the BB activities (including forest fire), the in-494

flux of aged smoke, and the level of industrial activities. For Pretoria in Figure 6d, again,495

the variation is more evident with the predominant spread of SSA > 0.9 extending from496

low to high aerosol loading (i.e., 0.15 < τ440 < 1.20) and the region of ω < 0.9 for 0.15497

< τ440 < 0.90. The first segment depicts the dominance of aerosols mostly from fos-498

sil fuel (FF) combustion (from domestic and industrial activities), such as sulphate and499

nitrate particles. The second part represents more mixed emissions from combustion ac-500

tivities (such as BB and FF) and mineral dust (MD). The characteristics of ω vs τ440501

provide considerable evidence of CPT being SS rich, receiving low to moderate FF emis-502

sions and seasonally polluted by the combined internal and external low emissions from503

BB. In contrast, PRT demonstrates a significant suspension of sulphate and nitrate aerosols504
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through regular emissions from FF combustion and seasonally enhanced pollution by a505

large concentration of BB aerosol constituents (like BC, OC and soot).506

The relationship between particle size and absorption strength for CPT in Figure507

6e shows relatively higher τabs (> 0.02) are mainly influenced by fine-mode aerosols such508

as BC and OC. At the same time, the lower absorbing feature is associated with predom-509

inantly coarse mode aerosols suspected to be SS and considerable fine-mode concentra-510

tion typical of FF combustion emission (sulphate and nitrate). In the case of PRT, aerosols511

of low absorption dominate the location. Thus, lower τabs-value mainly coincide with smaller-512

sized particles (AE > 1.0), and the same for AODabs < with higher value (τabs > 0.04).513

The first feature is typical of sulphate and nitrate aerosols, and the second is more of514

BC and soot. Meanwhile, the cluster of AE < 1.0 and AODabs < 0.02 comprises coarse515

non-absorbing aerosols, such as mainly MD considering the geographic location and the516

traces of SS aerosol.517

Figures 6g and 6h illustrate the variation of AI with WVC for CPT and PRT. For518

CPT, increasing vapour content is accompanied by a moderate rise in the AI, especially519

for WVC values in the 1 to 2.5 cm range, which suggests growth in particle sizes due to520

water intake. Similarly, hygroscopic particle growth is evident for PRT following the rise521

in AI with WVC. This observation supports the evidence of the predominance of SS aerosols522

in CPT and sulphate-nitrate aerosol combination in the case of PRT, as depicted by the523

earlier figures (i.e., Figures 6a-6f).524

3.3 Particle size distributions525

The multiyear monthly average particle size distribution (PSD) for CPT in Fig-526

ures 7a and 7b mainly displays bimodal characteristics that distinctly signify fine and527

coarse particles. Remarkably, the fine mode represents the region of radius (r) < 0.4µm528

and the coarse mode is marked by r) < 0.4µm. From the PSD variation in the figures,529

the coarse mode aerosol demonstrates a strong suggestion of predominance SS and pos-530

sibly traces of MD. Several studies have shown that CPT is not prone to MD aerosol due531

to its general environmental characteristics, including not being within any desert regions532

proxies and possessing paved and tarred roads. However, the primary dust source is through533

occasional sedimentary weathering of rocks (Tesfaye et al., 2011; Yakubu & Chetty, 2020).534

The build-up of coarse mode volume concentration is observed in March and January,535

while a significant increase in fine mode particles notably occurred during July-September.536

These features are more apparent in the seasonal variation in Figure 7c, where distinct537

intensification of coarse mode particles is visible in summer, and peak concentration of538

fine mode aerosols is detectable in winter.539

A substantial and distinct rise in the fine mode aerosol concentration (i.e., r < 0.6µm)540

is evident in February and September over PRT, thus demonstrating the predominance541

of fine particles as illustrated by the monthly average in Figures 7d and 7e. Addition-542

ally, several other peaks are observable in the region of r > 0.6µm, particularly for the543

months of May, June and September, as seen in the figures. These peaks represent the544

suspension of a significant amount of large-sized particles mainly due to the hygroscopic545

growth of hydrophilic aerosols (such as sulphate and nitrate) and emission from biomass546

burning activities (carbon soot), including from internal and external sources (i.e., con-547

sidering the period of peak). This finding agrees well with the observation from several548

existing studies on the location (Adesina et al., 2016; Kumar et al., 2017; Yakubu & Chetty,549

2022). Further to the monthly variation of PSD over PRT, Figure 7f displays the sea-550

sonal changes in the bimodal characteristics of the PSD. The highest concentrations of551

both coarse and fine mode aerosols are registered in spring, which depicts a scenario of552

mixed aerosol types linked to biomass burning and hydrophilic aerosols553
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Figure 6. The plots of the relationships between AERONET, MISR and MODIS instrument

measurement of the parameters AE vs AOD, SSA vs AOD, AE vs AODabs and AI vs WVC for

CPT; (a), (c), (e) and (g), and PRT; (b), (d), (f) and (h)
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Figure 7. The illustration of monthly and seasonal average particle size distribution for CPT;

(a), (C) and (e), and PRT; (b), (d) and (f))
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3.4 Spectral Characteristics554

The spectral behaviour of aerosol particles over the study locations is examined for555

wavelengths between 440-1020µm for AERONET, MISR and MODIS instruments. Fig-556

ures 8a and 8b present the spectral characteristics of CPT and PRT, respectively. SSA557

in Figure 8a shows moderate spectral dependence such that ω is approximately steady558

between λ-values 440 and 680 nm, then slightly decreases with increasing wavelength at559

λ > 680 nm. This variation represents the mix of non-/absorbing aerosol typical for an560

urban-industrial setting that occasionally generates and receives an influx of absorbing561

particles like CPT. Meanwhile, the satellite observations of the spectral variation differ562

because both satellite instruments demonstrate increasing, then steady ω-values along563

with λ. The satellite observation from the MISR instrument follows the described pat-564

tern but approximately flattens as the wavelength changes. However, for MODIS, a strong565

spectral dependence of increasing ω with λ is visible for the few wavelengths range (i.e.,566

440-660nm) available for the instrument. Similarly, Figure 8b displays SSA exhibits mod-567

erate spectral dependence on wavelength, following ω sparingly decreasing with λ mainly568

at λ > 800 nm. The variation again indicates mixed-type aerosols of non-absorbing and569

absorbing properties which is consistent with the environmental situation of the PTR.570

MISR again exhibit closer similarity with the AERONET variation than MODIS, which571

is more divergent, just as experienced for CPT.572

The variation of absorbing AOD for CPT illustrated in Figure 8c exhibits notable573

spectral dependency, mainly around λ < 680nm for the three instruments. An approx-574

imate steady value is noticeable for λ > 680nm. This variation shows the dominance of575

absorbing aerosol by fine particles and scattering aerosols by mainly coarse mode par-576

ticles. The result from previous studies on this site has demonstrated similar variation577

(Yakubu & Chetty, 2020). Meanwhile, a strong spectral dependence is shown by AODabs578

over PRT in Figure 8d. AODabs decrease with increasing λ, and the pattern tends to be579

more evident at λ < 680nm. Like the pattern shown for CPT, smaller aerosol particles580

demonstrate higher absorption characteristics than larger ones. The AODabs spectral581

variation in PRT indicates a significant presence of absorbing fine mode aerosols such582

as BC and OC. Similar to the observation for CPT, the spectral characteristics of AODabs583

retrieved from MISR and MODIS instruments agree well with the AERONET measure-584

ment.585

Apart from the spectral characteristics of ω and τabs, the refractive indices (i.e.,586

the real and imaginary refractive index RI) also provide insights into the scattering and587

absorption properties of aerosol for possible identification of different aerosol types and588

size features. According to the trait exhibited by the real refractive index (RIr) for CPT589

in Figure 8e, a significant change in the spectral behaviour of RIr is observed such that590

it decreases with an increasing wavelength. This change is more apparent during the spring591

to autumn seasons. Since RIr responds more to the scattering and particle size, the vari-592

ation thus demonstrates the presence of a substantial amount of slightly large-sized ab-593

sorbing aerosols (e.g., carbon soot). Further observation of the imaginary part of RI (RIi)594

for CPT in Figure 8g, one can credibly notice an increase in absorption at λ > 700nm,595

which is consistent with the variation in Figure 8e. Thus, the average RI (RIav) over CPT596

is 1.48 – i0.012, which is comparable to the RI of polluted urban marine environment597

(e.g., (Dubovik et al., 2002)).598

In contrast, the RIr for PRT in Figure 8f does not show strong spectral dependence599

as depicted by the RIr for CPT, although the values (range 1.46-1.53) are higher than600

the observed values over CPT. These high values of RIr are more evident for the win-601

ter and spring seasons associated with the intense emission of BB aerosol and particles602

from incomplete combustion of FF. Meanwhile, the lower values of RIr for the other two603

seasons are liable to aerosol removal by increasing cloud developments and precipitation604

events. As for the RIi in Figure 8h, the spectral dependence of RI with the wavelength605

is apparent at λ < 650nm and more associated with the winter and spring seasons. These606
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Figure 8. The graph showing the monthly and seasonal average spectral variation of SSA,

AODabs, RIr and RIi for CTP (a, c, e and g) and PRT (b, d, f and h)

periods are primarily associated with increased fine mode absorbing aerosols mainly due607

to BB activities. Thus average RIi for PRT decreases with λ, which with the variation608

of RIr suggests the predominance of scattering aerosols. The mean RI over this site is609

1.51 – i0.015, comparable to values recorded in BB polluted industrialised regions else-610

where (Dubovik et al., 2002).611

3.5 Identification of the different aerosol types612

After the aerosol properties examined in the previous sections, this section is in-613

tended to identify the prime aerosol types found in the locations under investigation. Ac-614

cording to results from various existing studies (Boiyo et al., 2019; Giles et al., 2012; Smirnov615

et al., 2003), the behaviour of aerosol particles along the varying size range, absorption/scattering616

properties and the effect on light extinction constitute a vital and well-established method617

of inferring aerosol types. This is because different particle types differ in response to618

these attributes, although each feature cannot fully distinguish an aerosol type due to619

complex inter-similarities amongst particle types. Some studies have explored the meth-620

ods of associating two or more properties to determine the different aerosol types in an621

environment (Boiyo et al., 2019; Kumar et al., 2017; Smirnov et al., 2003). However, these622

studies only consider particle size and aerosol loading or the size and absorbing/scattering623

characteristics. In this work, the particle effect on light extinction (AOD) and the ab-624

sorption and scattering (ω and AODabs) are considered simultaneously to enhance the625

identification of the different aerosol types. The identification process mainly follows two626
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Table 2. Summary of the AOD, AODabs and SSA values associated with the different predom-

inant aerosol types observed from the AERONET stations in (a) CPT and (b) PRT

(a) Method I Method II

Type τ range τabs range ω range τ range τabs range ω range

SS 0.016 – 0.120 10−4 – 0.014 0.900 – 0.990 0.016 – 0.110 10−4 – 0.008 0.920 – 0.990
SO4 0.140 – 0.570 10−4 – 0.024 0.920 – 0.994 0.080 – 0.234 5x10−4 – 0.026 0.872 – 0.994
MD 0.016 – 0.140 0.002 – 0.021 0.800 – 0.900 0.016 – 0.171 0.001 – 0.031 0.827 – 0.930
OC 0.017 – 0.178 0.004 – 0.058 0.573 – 0.805 0.017 – 0.178 0.004 – 0.058 0.573 – 0.820
BC 0.150 – 0.480 0.016 – 0.069 0.840 – 0.913 0.279 – 0.480 0.019 – 0.069 0.850 – 0.937

(b)

SS 0.032 – 0.090 4x10−4 – 0.010 0.880 – 0.995 – – –
SO4 0.080 – 0.379 4x10−4 – 0.045 0.870 – 0.996 0.050 – 0.300 4x10−4 – 0.049 0.810 – 0.996
MD 0.361 – 0.919 0.002 – 0.430 0.941 – 0.996 0.024 – 0.510 0.001 – 0.098 0.781 – 0.996
OC 0.037 – 0.370 0.005 – 0.078 0.527 – 0.870 0.026 – 0.250 0.002 – 0.065 0.527 – 0.980
BC 0.352 – 0.995 0.023 – 0.115 0.827 – 0.930 0.511 – 1.032 0.002 – 0.115 0.860 – 0.997

distinct procedures; (I) manual grouping of data points based on the scale of the three627

parameters under consideration and (II) application of clustering unsupervised machine628

learning (ML) algorithm using the three parameters as inputs.629

Figure 9a shows the aerosol type classification based on AOD, ω and τabs for Cape630

Town using method (I). From the figure, five distinct clusters are identifiable. The clus-631

ter bounded by the red box represents the region of high scattering (ω > 0.89), low aerosol632

loading (τ440 < 0.12) and very low absorbing particles (AODabs < 0.014), which sat-633

isfy the features of SS aerosols and constitute the significant aerosol type over the site.634

The yellow box corresponding to high aerosol loading (AOD > 0.10), scattering (ω >635

0.90) and low absorption (AODabs < 0.02) is linked to sulphate and nitrate aerosols.636

The orange box represents AOD < 0.02, 0.80 < ω < 0.90 and AODabs < 0.02 resem-637

bles more of MD. Also, the black box bounding particles with relatively low SSA (ω <638

0.80), low to very high absorption, and AOD matches the carbonaceous soot and OC mix.639

At the same time, the cluster of AOD > 0.10, high absorbing and ω < 0.90 (blue box)640

coincide with BC. Similarly, five distinct groups were detected using method (II) for CPT,641

as seen in Figure 9b. Generally, the clusters closely resembled those generated using method642

(I), although slight differences existed in boundaries defining each aerosol type. Table643

2 fully describes detected boundaries defining the aerosol types obtained from both ap-644

proaches.645

Figure 10a illustrates the identification of the different dominating aerosol types646

over Pretoria based on the plot of AOD, SSA and AODabs using method (I). From the647

figure, the smallest cluster (red box) representing particles with high scattering and low648

absorption (ω > 0.9, AODabs < 0.02 and AOD < 0.01) constitutes SS aerosols. The yel-649

low box bounding high scattering aerosols with low absorption and AOD extending to650

high values matches sulphate and nitrate aerosols. Similarly, the region of high scatter-651

ing (i.e.,ω > 0.92), AOD (τ440 > 0.30) and moderate to low absorbing feature (i.e., or-652

ange box) correspond to MD aerosols. Also, the cluster of particles having ω < 0.90, low653

to moderate AODabs-values (i.e., 0.01 0.07), and AOD ranging from low to very high654

values bounded by the black box matches carbonaceous soot. Meanwhile, the segment655

of high absorbing, low scattering and high aerosol loading indicated by the blue box cor-656

respond to OC and BC mix.657
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Figure 9. The cluster plot of different prime aerosol types based on the SSA, AOD and

AODabs for CPT using procedure (a) I and (b) II

Unlike the output from method II for Cape Town that resulted in five distinct clus-658

ters similar to the pattern from its corresponding method I, four aerosol groups are de-659

tected for Pretoria using the machine learning approach. The identified clusters from method660

I substantially differ from those displayed by method II for the location, particularly around661

the region of AOD > 0.4 and high AODabs-values, as seen in Figure 10b. A summary662

of the identified clusters of crucial aerosol types is thus presented in Table 2. Hence from663

the identification process, sulphate and nitrate aerosols are the predominant aerosol types664

in the region which is consistent with the urban-industrialised characteristic of the lo-665

cation. Likewise significant is the identification of a substantial amount of carbonaceous666

aerosols (soot, OC and BC) being in suspension over the region and earlier suggested667

to result from local and external activities of BB. The results from aerosol observations668

and identifications for the two locations closely agree with several studies conducted over669

these sites and elsewhere globally (Boiyo et al., 2019; Kumar et al., 2017; Smirnov et al.,670

2003; Yakubu & Chetty, 2020).671

3.6 Radiative forcing (RF)672

A crucial impact of aerosol on the earth associated with huge uncertainties is the673

radiative forcing (RF) effect. The RF, which constitutes the primary factor that influ-674

ences the global average temperature and is a critical climate driver, is a function of the675

amount of incoming shortwave (SWR) solar radiation and outgoing longwave (LWR) ter-676

restrial radiation (IPCC, 2007, 2013). The effective RF mainly results in a net cooling677

effect when incoming SWR is lesser than outgoing LWR, a condition typical of predom-678

inated scattering aerosols. In contrast, a net warming effect occurs when SWR > LWR,679

is mainly enhanced by absorbing particles (Kumar et al., 2017; Lohmann & Feichter, 2005).680

Therefore, Figure 11 displays the multiyear average monthly RF at the bottom of681

the atmosphere (BOA), the top of the atmosphere (TOA) and ARF for Cape Town and682

Pretoria as observed from the AERONET instrument at each site. In Figure 11a, the683
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Figure 10. The cluster plot of different prime aerosol types based on the SSA, AOD and

AODabs for PRT using procedure (a) I and (b) II

RFBOA for CPT generally demonstrated a warming effect over the region with an over-684

all average of 11.31 ±2.01Wm−2. The maximum monthly average of 14.50Wm−2 in Septem-685

ber corresponds to the high aerosol loading period associated with the influx of aged smoke686

from BB activities outside the region. In comparison, the minimum 8.35Wm−2 in May687

coincides with the period of low aerosol loading. Similarly, for Pretoria in Figure 11b,688

a positive RF of a monthly average of 26.01Wm−2 is observed at the BOA leading to689

a warming effect. The maximum RF at BOA (45.55Wm−2) recorded in September is linked690

to the activities of BB in the region and from boundary communities. Also, the peak co-691

incides with the maximum over CPT, emphasising the drift of BB aerosol from the dom-692

inating sources in the north to the southern part of Southern Africa. Meanwhile, the min-693

imum monthly value (18.97 Wm−2) occurs in January and coincide with the period dom-694

inated by internally generated aerosols.695

The RF at TOA depicts a negative forcing over CPT in contrast to the pattern shown696

by RF at BOA (see Figure 11a). The average monthly RF at TOA for the multiyear statis-697

tics is -5.34 ±1.04Wm−2, representing a cooling effect. From the chat, the maximum cool-698

ing effect (-6.49Wm−2) occurs in September, while the minimum (-3.36Wm−2) is recorded699

in March. For the PRT station (see Figure 11b), a similitude variation, as earlier seen700

in the case of CPT, is evident. A cooling effect with a multiyear monthly average value701

of -10.30 ±1.91Wm−2 is observed at TOA over PRT. Meanwhile, the maximum nega-702

tive RF at TOA is -14.20Wm−2 in February, and the minimum cooling effect is -7.56Wm−2,703

which occurs in June. Therefore, the variation of RF at TOA demonstrated by both lo-704

cations depicts the consequences of predominance scattering initiated by a differing fac-705

tor such that coarse aerosol (SS) is linked to CPT, and fine particles (sulphate and ni-706

trate aerosol) are associated with PRT.707

According to the expression in equation (1), the effective RF (i.e., ARF) for the708

study locations, as shown in Figure 11 (a and b), apparently display net cooling effects709

(negative RF) over the two sites. Over CPT, an average net cooling effect of value -16.65710
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Figure 11. The graph of RF at BOA, TOA and average over CPT (a) and Pretoria (b)

±2.40Wm−2 is estimated over the location during the study period. The maximum cool-711

ing effect (-20.99Wm−2) is attained during September, and the minimum (-12.32Wm−2)712

is reached in April. Also, a net cooling effect averaged at -36.31 ±8.36 Wm−2 in PRT713

during the study period. The monthly mean cooling effect at maximum (-58.68Wm−2)714

occurs in September, coinciding with the month of higher aerosol loading. And as ex-715

pected, the minimum cooling effect (-28.55Wm−2) occurred during January, which is iden-716

tified for low AOD. One can see that the net RF over the two locations result in a prac-717

tical cooling effect. The magnitude of cooling is higher over PRT than CPT and signif-718

icantly depends on the aerosol loading and the predominance of aerosol types suspended719

over the regions.720

4 Conclusion721

The optical properties and the consequential radiative effect of aerosol are inves-722

tigated in Cape Town (CPT) and Pretoria (PRT), two renowned metropolitans with dis-723

tinct background aerosol types and commonly influenced by biomass burning (BB) ac-724

tivities from the northern part of South Africa. Apart from the background aerosol, they725

differ in meteorological and climate circumstances due to geographical stance and inter-726

nal activities. Thus, the followings are deduced from the observations.727

Cape Town is mainly characterised by low aerosol loading predominated by coarse728

particles identified as sea salt (SS). In contrast, Pretoria is found to experience high aerosol729

loading, largely fine mode particles ailing from different combustion activities (i.e., BB730

and fossil fuel combustion). Furthermore, the aerosol loading over the two metropoli-731

tans is frequently influenced by BB activities emitted north of South Africa, including732

PRT during the pre-farming season in September, which alters aerosols spectral and ra-733

diative properties over the locations.734

Aerosol suspension over CPT and PRT mainly demonstrated strong scattering char-735

acteristics and low absorption properties. While CPTs high scattering and low absorp-736
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tion characteristics are linked to coarse mode aerosols of marine origin (SS aerosols), sus-737

pension over PRT is more of fine mode particles ascribed to sulphate and nitrate aerosols.738

Further, the aerosol absorption feature increases in both locations during the period iden-739

tified for the predominance of BB activities, with the prevalence more obvious for PRT.740

The columnal precipitable water increases sharply over the two locations during741

summer, representing more than 65% compared to the values during the other sea sea-742

sons. Also, the average value for WVC is slightly higher in CPT than in PRT. Cape Towns743

nearness to the ocean is accountable for its higher values than PRT.744

Validation of satellite instrument measurements of aerosol parameters against the745

AERONET datasets shows considerable agreement. However, some parameters such as746

AE, AODabs and SSA demonstrated poor agreement and large uncertainty regarding the747

ground instrument for specific locations and different platforms. On a general note, MODIS748

outperformed MISR in retrievals of most parameters and provided an exceptional dataset749

of atmospheric vapour measurement (i.e., for WVC, R > 0.95), which is unavailable for750

MISR. Considering the two locations, the satellite retrieval possesses better accuracy in751

PRT (mainly land surface) than for CPT (water environment).752

Analysis based on the optical and spectral characteristics of the parameters under753

consideration (SSA, AODabs, RIr and RIi), the ranking of prominence aerosol types sus-754

pended over CPT follows the hierarchy MD < OC < BC < sulphate/nitrate < SS. Sim-755

ilarly, for PRT, the order of prominence follows SS < MD < OC < BC < sulphate/nitrate756

aerosols. Also, machine learning techniques demonstrate the capability to classify and757

identify different aerosol types based on their optical features.758

The effective radiative forcing over the two locations is negative, resulting in net759

cooling effects and primarily influenced by different aerosol types in each case. Over CPT,760

the predominance of SS aerosols is observed to be responsible for this condition. In con-761

trast, the prevalence of sulphate/nitrate aerosols is identified as the culprit for the net762

cooling effect over PRT.763
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Key Points:6
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AERONET measurements and mainly over the land than the water.13
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Abstract14

Aerosol Robotic Network (AERONET) measurement data is used in the validation of15

two prominent satellite aerosol property retrieval, Multiangle Imaging Spectroradiome-16

ter (MISR) and Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS), then applied17

to examine the properties of aerosols and the direct influence on radiative forcing (RF)18

over two metropolitan cities, Cape Town (CPT) and Pretoria (PRT) in South Africa.19

The synoptic characteristics of aerosols over CPT for 2015-2019 indicate a general low20

aerosol optical depth (AOD) of an average of 0.08 ± 0.014 and are prevalently sea salt21

(SS) aerosols. In contrast, a high AOD value with an average of 0.23 ± 0.050 was ob-22

served over PRT between 2011-2019 and predominated by sulphate/nitrate aerosols. These23

two dominant aerosol types are found to be the primary motivator of the net cooling ef-24

fect of RF due to aerosol in each location. While the average RF over CPT is -16.79 ±25

5.61 during the study period, the value over PRT is estimated to be more than two times26

(-36.55 ± 10.54) of the former. The validation of MISR and MODIS satellite aerosol prop-27

erties retrieval for the region demonstrated better accuracy over the land than in the mar-28

itime environment. Meanwhile, MODIS underestimated AOD by ≈ 32% but generally29

reported better precision across the board than the MISR instrument. Further investi-30

gation into the seasonal variation of aerosols over the two locations identified seasonal-31

ity changes in the characteristics of aerosols mainly influenced by the transport of high-32

absorbing biomass-burning aerosols.33

Plain Language Summary34

Air pollutants from human and natural resources often modify the amount of en-35

ergy reaching the earths surface from the sun. Over South Africa, an enhanced cooling36

effect is often experienced due to the predominantly scattering characteristics of suspended37

particles. However, occasionally induced absorbing pollutants from the northern part of38

the region diffused southward and changed the atmospheric characteristics of the area.39

The extent of influence over parts of the region significantly depends on the proximity40

to the prime aerosol sources.41

1 Introduction42

Atmospheric aerosols are known to influence global weather and climate conditions.43

However, the extent of this influence solely and relative to other components that im-44

pact observable changes in the weather and climate system forms a significant source of45

ambiguity (Boucher, 2015; IPCC, 2013). Aerosol particles significantly interact with in-46

coming solar radiation directly through scattering and absorption and indirectly by mod-47

ifying the clouds microphysical properties (Haywood & Boucher, 2000) while serving as48

cloud condensation and ice nuclei (CCN and IN) during cloud formation (Ackerman et49

al., 2000; Twomey, 1977). Also, they interact with terrestrial (longwave) radiation via50

absorption and re-emission to alter the amount of outgoing electromagnetic radiation51

(Hansen et al., 1997). The interaction of these particles with solar as the primary en-52

ergy source and terrestrial radiations results in the earths energy budget perturbation,53

which often drives the changes in weather and climate conditions (Hansen et al., 1997;54

Haywood & Boucher, 2000). More so, aerosols influence differing atmospheric and en-55

vironmental challenges ranging from poor air quality, health problems, low visibility, and56

a dusty environment (Falaiye et al., 2013; Pope et al., 2002; Putaud, 2010) which are detri-57

mental to human survival and general well-being. In contrast, aerosols are vital compo-58

nents of cloud formation and rainfall and sometimes serve as an essential source of soil59

nutrients favourable to humans (Falaiye et al., 2013; Fan et al., 2016). Therefore, reg-60

ular qualitative and quantitative assessments are crucial for properly managing its con-61

sequences regarding their impacts on the earths energy budget and humans.62
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Aerosols are emitted from different sources, vary in types and properties, and the63

distribution is susceptible to spatio-temporal changes (Yakubu & Chetty, 2020). Fur-64

thermore, based on the listed characteristics, aerosol particles influence the earth and65

its atmosphere to varying degrees on a regional and global scale (IPCC, 2013). However,66

due to the poor understanding of how different aerosol characteristics translate to dif-67

fering atmospheric and climate changes, their impacts are associated with significant un-68

certainty (IPCC, 2013; Jacobson, 2001). Similarly, the knowledge and uncertainty gaps69

in characterising and quantifying aerosol effects result in their underrepresentation in70

the cloud and the general circulation model (GCM) (Gettelman & Sherwood, 2016; Se-71

infeld et al., 2016). Therefore, proper quantification of the variation and roles of differ-72

ent aerosol types become critical in characterising their corresponding effects efficiently.73

Over the years, various approaches have been employed to measure and determine74

aerosol characteristics, including in-situ measurement, ground and satellite remote sens-75

ing, and modelling (de Meij & Lelieveld, 2011; Drury et al., 2008; Dubovik & King, 2000).76

Each process has distinct drawbacks ranging from poor spatial coverage to temporal in-77

stability and low sensitivity. In-situ or field campaigns are the most accurate aerosol mon-78

itoring method but are significantly disadvantaged by the limited spatiotemporal range79

(Formenti et al., 2002; Ichoku et al., 2003; Smirnov et al., 2003). Meanwhile, in prac-80

tice, remote sensing from both ground and satellite platforms constitutes the most com-81

monly used method of aerosol measurement (Yakubu & Chetty, 2020). These methods82

are mainly advantageous due to their effectiveness in measuring the total column val-83

ues of aerosol and non-intrusiveness (Smirnov et al., 2002). Besides, they possess con-84

siderably high stability in terms of temporal and spatial coverage. Although ground ob-85

servation is still considered among the most effective remote form of observing aerosol86

properties. They are yet faced with the limitation of poor spatial coverage. Satellite-measured87

aerosol properties are less efficient, though they possess an uninterrupted temporal and88

broader spatial range (Sherman et al., 2016; Yakubu & Chetty, 2020). Therefore, ground89

and satellite remote sensing synergy for aerosol monitoring has demonstrated promis-90

ing results (Kaufman et al., 2000). Also, modelled generated aerosol data is similarly sta-91

ble temporally and spatially but prone to several errors since such data depends on in-92

situ, ground, and satellite data. Applying any or the synergy of these methods has helped93

characterised aerosol and investigate its impacts on climate (Schuster et al., 2012; Sher-94

man et al., 2016; Yakubu & Chetty, 2020).95

Natural and anthropogenic aerosols are often found as a mix globally. However, sev-96

eral studies have suggested that the increase in anthropogenic aerosols leads to the cur-97

rent challenge posed by climatic change (Charlson et al., 1992; IPCC, 2013; Schwartz98

et al., 2002). Also, findings have demonstrated that the aerosol suspension over an area99

is a function of both localised generated and in-ward transported aerosols from the ex-100

ternal origin (Yakubu & Chetty, 2020). Hence, the characteristics of aerosol suspension101

can be predominantly influenced by localised generated aerosols or influx of transported102

aerosol particles. Meanwhile, some studies have shown that internally generated aerosols103

that mainly form a canopy over urban/industrialised environments emerge primarily from104

anthropogenic sources (Charlson et al., 1992; Schwartz et al., 2002; Wang et al., 2018).105

However, the occasional influx of transported aerosols also increases the aerosol suspended106

in some cases.107

In contrast, rural and semi-urban areas are commonly dominated by natural aerosol108

emission but occasionally experience a sharp increment in aerosol suspension mainly due109

to the influx of transported particles (IPCC, 2007; Smirnov et al., 2003). Also, the mix110

of different aerosol suspensions has differing impacts on the corresponding region. Stud-111

ies from various parts of the world have shown fine mode particles with generally absorb-112

ing characteristics and mainly originating from anthropogenic sources dominate the ur-113

ban/industrial environments (IPCC, 2013; Yakubu & Chetty, 2020). The typical impact114

associated with this aerosol environment is an increase or decrease in the radiative forc-115
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ing (Twomey, 1977; Wang et al., 2018) due to the absorbing or scattering nature of the116

predominant particles, depending on the composition of the suspended aerosols.117

Studies on urban/industrial regions such as America (Smirnov et al., 2003), Eu-118

rope (Putaud, 2010; Sayer et al., 2014) and Central Asia (Wang et al., 2018) have shown119

that the impact of suspension due to urban/industrial aerosols on radiative forcing is a120

net warming effect (positive RF) following the strong absorption features of the constituents.121

Meanwhile, related studies in a similar setting elsewhere have shown the reverse (Yun122

et al., 2022). Polluted environments have also been presented to suppress precipitation123

formation (Fan et al., 2016; Rosenfeld, 1999). Nevertheless, some studies have found pre-124

cipitation enhancement by high aerosol loading (Christensen & Stephens, 2012; Fan et125

al., 2016). Studies have consistently explained the two situations mainly to be influenced126

by atmospheric dynamics and thermodynamics (Fan et al., 2016; Rosenfeld et al., 2014).127

Over South Africa (SA), some studies have been carried out on characterising atmospheric128

aerosols suspended in the region. These include aerosol optical properties, the effect on129

radiative forcing, impacts on cloud and precipitation, and air pollution (Adesina et al.,130

2016; Formenti et al., 2002; Hersey et al., 2015; Ichoku et al., 2003). Generally, from those131

investigations, aerosols over SA exhibit seasonality centred around spring and aerosol132

loading is highest in the upper parts compared to the lower areas (Adesina et al., 2016;133

Tesfaye et al., 2011; Yakubu & Chetty, 2020).134

Similarly, these studies have shown that the upper parts are distinctly dominated135

by fine mode aerosol, while the lower parts are a mix of coarse and fine aerosols. The136

primary sources of aerosols identified by these studies are observed to depend on the level137

of industrialisation, population and other related human activities. Also, they are some-138

times enhanced by seasonal influx of biomass burning aerosol from neighbouring com-139

munities.140

Regarding spatial coverage, most studies have investigated aerosol activities in fewer141

locations based on ground data, such as AERONET (Kumar et al., 2017; Queface et al.,142

2011) and more multilocation studies using satellite instruments data (Adesina et al.,143

2016; Tesfaye et al., 2011). Meanwhile, the validation of satellite aerosol retrieval over144

SA remains minimal, and most studies conducted using ground instruments such as sun145

photometers are mainly single location-based observations. Hence, only a few studies (Hersey146

et al., 2015; Yakubu & Chetty, 2020) have examined the validation of satellite measure-147

ments over the region, which are limited to small spatial coverage and often involve se-148

lected parameters. With the growing industrialisation and population across the region,149

urban expansion calls for more climate actions. Hence, understanding aerosol proper-150

ties and the accompanying impacts become essential. Besides, more studies are needed151

to validate satellite-retrieved and modelled generated data, considering the vast gap set152

by satellite-based predominated studies over the region. This approach will enhance the153

reliability of satellite-based observations in studying aerosol regionally and globally.154

This work investigates aerosol optical characteristics and the consequential impacts155

on radiative forcing over two metropolises in South Africa with distinct industrial and156

population footprints. Each of the two study areas represents the upper and lower parts157

of the country, respectively, and is strategic to Southern Africa. Furthermore, the areas158

are host to AERONET sun photometers and boast relatively consistent data regarding159

availability amongst peers. The study explores the advantages of these two sites attributes160

(as mentioned above) to understand the aerosol characteristics and radiative effects of161

locally generated and inward-transported aerosols. The role of naturally emitted and an-162

thropogenic aerosols over each environment and proxy location is examined. Equally im-163

portant, data from two satellite instruments over the sites will be validated using the AERONET164

data. The results present a comprehensive insight into identifying the predominant types165

and sources of aerosols in South Africa and their effects on the region. Further, the study166

will assist in deciding on an appropriate measure to tackle the climate change issue. Also,167

this output portrays a significant advance towards optimising satellite retrieval of aerosol168
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measurements over Africa and enhancing the modelling of aerosols over the region. Sub-169

sequently, section two describes the data, sources, and general approach to this study.170

Sections three and four give the study’s detailed results and general discussion. Finally,171

the summary and a brief conclusion of the outcomes of this work are presented in sec-172

tion five.173

2 Data and Methods174

2.1 Locations175

This study focused on two strategic metros (Pretoria and Cape Town) in South Africa176

(SA), separated by ≈ 2000 km within the regions geographical space (see Figure 1). Cape177

Town (33.92◦ S, 18.42◦ E) is one of the largest metropolitan areas in SA, located in the178

southernmost and coastal part of the region. The area has a mountainous and hilly land-179

scape, including the famous Table Mountain, a popular tourist site. Also, the environ-180

ment is typically a marine environment due to the nearness to the coast of SA. Cape Town181

is home to several industrial and commercial activities and represents the economic cen-182

tre of the Western Cape province. The area, with a population of over 2-million people,183

is involved in different light industrial and domestic activities that result in the emission184

of a considerable amount of aerosols. Aerosols such as SO4, NO3, black (BC) and organic185

carbons (OC) are typical of this location (Yakubu & Chetty, 2020). Some aerosol im-186

pacts in this area include increased air pollution, weather changes, and associated health187

implications. Between 2013 and 2015, the region experienced low rainfall and was po-188

tentially prone to drought (Yakubu & Chetty, 2020). Similarly, a slight rise in air pol-189

lution and poorer air quality are observed from 2014 to 2018 (Yakubu & Chetty, 2022,190

2020).191

Pretoria (25.75◦ S, 28.28◦ E) is in Gauteng province northeast of SA, with another192

metropolis, Johannesburg, known as the country’s economic capital. Due to proximity,193

the neighbouring city’s (i.e., Johannesburg) population and activities significantly influ-194

ence this area. Pretoria, popularly known as the administrative domain of SA, is home195

to extensive industrial activities, particularly the heavy steel industries. Mining activ-196

ities and the coal power plant around the area are also essential sources of aerosol emis-197

sion. In the last two decades, the city has suffered climate change impacts such as heat198

waves, precipitation drops and drought (McBride et al., 2022; Sen Roy & Rouault, 2013).199

Considering the series of climate change related events observed in the environment, there200

is a need to understand the role of aerosol emission changes over the area to mitigate201

the possible re-occurrence of such negative influences effectively. Besides, this study will202

enhance the characterisation of aerosols regionally and globally.203

2.2 Data204

For a detailed understanding of the aerosol properties and their corresponding im-205

pacts, this study utilises data from ground and satellite platforms to arrive at the result206

presented. The ground observation data is from the AERONET (Aerosol Robotic Net-207

work) stations in both locations. AERONET is a ground-based network of sun photome-208

ters that monitors the near real-time global distribution of aerosol spectral optical thick-209

ness through direct sun collimated and sky radiance measurements. The radiometers within210

the network take measurements at eight spectral bands: 340 nm, 440 nm, 500 nm, 675211

nm, 870 nm, 970 nm and 1020 nm. The direct sun radiation is measured in all eight spec-212

tra, while the sky radiation is obtained at four wavelengths (440 nm, 670 nm, 870 nm213

and 1020 nm). Furthermore, AERONET provides aerosol optical depth (AOD) measure-214

ment at seven spectral bands and a nominal uncertainty of ≈ ±0.01-0.02 (Eck et al., 2013;215

Holben et al., 1998). From the AOD measurements at two reference wavelengths, an-216

other vital parameter, the Angstrom exponent (AE or α), which gives insight into the217

size characteristics of aerosols, is obtained. Also, from the spectral deconvolution algo-218
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Figure 1. The map of South Africa showing the locations of Cape Town and Pretoria
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rithm (SDA), properties such as the fine mode fraction (FMF) and AOD (τf ) are inferred219

using the instrument measurements. Apart from the optical parameters, the network of220

radiometers produces microphysical parameters, including the volume size distribution,221

single scattering albedo (SSA), refractive indices (RI), and absorbing AOD (τabs), amongst222

others, using the flexible inversion algorithm and the sky radiance measurement as in-223

put (Dubovik & King, 2000). Several works have documented a detailed description of224

the retrieval method and products following the flexible inversion algorithm (Dubovik225

& King, 2000; Yakubu & Chetty, 2020). In this work, the level 1.5 scientific datasets from226

AERONET measurements for Pretoria and Simons Town sites to present the results herein.227

The preference for level 1.5 (cloud screen only) over level 2.0 (cloud screen and quality228

assurance) datasets is due to the size of datasets offered by the former and the consis-229

tency (> 90%) compared to the latter, as observed from the two sites. Generally, the AERONET230

data is vital to this study as it provides an insightful view of aerosol optical and micro-231

physical properties over the locations and validates satellite-derived data.232

Both satellite data used in this study are measurements obtained from two instru-233

ments on board the Terra satellite, one of the A-train constellation satellites. The mul-234

tiangle imaging spectroradiometer (MISR) instrument measures the reflected solar ra-235

diation from the earths surface by nine different cameras positioned at different angles;236

nadir, ± 26.1◦, ± 45.6◦, ± 60.0◦ and ± 70.5◦, to monitor changes in global climate. Each237

of the nine cameras operates at four wavelengths; blue (443 nm), green (555 nm), red238

(670 nm) and infrared (865 nm) to provide various scientific datasets on aerosol and cloud239

properties beneficial for the proper characterisation of their impact on global climate.240

MISR possess the advantage of being carefully calibrated to operate at optimal accuracy241

to provide data at a high spatial resolution (Abdou et al., 2005; Diner et al., 1998; Kahn242

et al., 2010). Besides, the instrument offers the classification of aerosol particle size dis-243

tribution among its peers. In the present study, level-3 daytime daily and monthly data244

at a spatial resolution of 0.5◦ x 0.5◦ are utilised to present additional results.245

The moderate resolution imaging spectroradiometer (MODIS) has radiometric ca-246

pabilities to measure the reflectance from clouds and the earths surface at 36 different247

spectrums ranging from visible to infrared. The instrument monitors the activities of aerosol248

and clouds at a horizontal resolution between 250 m and 1 km. MODIS produces dif-249

ferent levels of aerosol products ranging from raw data (Level 1) to more refined datasets250

(Level 2 to Level 4). The higher-level aerosol products generally pass through further251

processing, where the datasets undergo different screening algorithms designated to filter-252

off inconsistent data. Also, a quality assurance (QA) flag is associated with successive253

product levels to enhance the quality of interpretation. Datasets from MODIS instru-254

ments form the basis of several studies, particularly over vast areas with no ground in-255

struments. Hence, it is crucial to validate the data available from this instrument over256

all possible locations to assess the credibility in evaluating the past, present and future257

states of the atmosphere. Daily and monthly standard level 3, 1◦ x 1◦ gridded datasets258

are used for the analysis presented in this paper.259

To evaluate the validation of the satellite retrieved data against the AERONET260

ground observation data, statistical metrics to include the correlation coefficient (R-value),261

significance value via 2-tail test (P-value), root mean square error (RMSE), mean av-262

erage error (MAE) and the percentage mean bias (PMB) are considered. The identifi-263

cations of the dominant aerosol types follow the application of an unsupervised cluster-264

ing machine learning algorithm deployed using the Python Scikit module to corroborate265

the traditional identification process based on aerosol characteristics. Quantifying the266

direct radiative forcing (RF) due to aerosol in this work is based on the radiative trans-267

fer model. This model considers the difference in net fluxes (i.e., upward and downward268

fluxes) due to aerosol (without cloud) to estimate the RF at the top (TOA) and bottom269

(BOA) of the atmosphere. Thus, the average RF (ARF) over a region is typically esti-270
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mated as a function of RF at TOA and BOA following the expression below (Boiyo et271

al., 2019; Kumar et al., 2017);272

ARF = RFTOA −RFBOA, (1)273

where,274

RFTOA = radiative forcing at the top of atmosphere275

RFBOA = radiative forcing at the bottom of atmosphere.276

For this study, the RF at TOA (RF
′

TOA) and BOA (RF
′

BOA) derived from AERONET277

radiative forcing products are used. While the AERONET inferred RF
′

TOA is used di-278

rectly in equation (1) to account for net flux at TOA (i.e., RF
′

TOA= RFTOA), RF
′

BOA279

is applied to account for the downward net flux only. So, to represent the complete forc-280

ing at BOA to cater for the upward net flux, a correctional term as a function of the sur-281

face albedo (ω
′
) is applied to RF

′

BOA. Thus, RFBOA in equation (1) is then expressed282

as;283

RFBOA = (1− ω
′
)RF

′

BOA. (2)284

Based on equation (2), the estimation of ω
′

is done through the dataset of the MODIS285

albedo products. Thus, the level-3 MCD43A3 and the corresponding quality product (MCD43A1)286

are utilised to derive ω
′

at the zenith ranging from 40◦ - 80◦ to account for changes in287

the instantaneous albedos (Wang et al., 2015).288

3 Results289

3.1 Aerosol optical properties statistics290

The monthly averages of the parameters AOD, AE, FMF, AODabs, SSA and WVC291

over the study period 2015-2019 for Cape Town (CPT) and 2011-2019 for Pretoria (PRT)292

are presented in Figures 2 and 3. Generally, aerosol loading measured by AOD is lower293

in CPT (AODav 440 = 0.08 ± 0.014), typical of the maritime environment (Smirnov et294

al., 2003), compared to PRT (0.23 ± 0.050), which boasts of more industrial activities,295

especially in the heavy metal industries. These observed values agree well with the re-296

ported ones from previous studies (Kumar et al., 2017; Yakubu & Chetty, 2020). Also,297

noticeably the two locations differ in the period of min-max occurrence of aerosol load-298

ing due to slight differences in climate patterns. Remarkably, the meteorological states299

are critical to aerosol characterisation owing to their roles in suspension and removal from300

the atmosphere. For instance, CPT is associated with the winter rainfall season result-301

ing in the increase in aerosol removal by scavenging clouds ahead of the rainy events and302

is suggestively accountable for the minimum AOD (0.060) in April, as shown in Figure303

2a, while the continuous suspension and the influx of air masses carrying aerosol is linked304

to maximum AOD (0.103) in August and most parts of spring.305

Meanwhile, the case slightly differs for Pretoria, as illustrated by Figure 2b, such306

that the minimum AOD (0.159) occurred in June and the maximum (0.341) in Septem-307

ber, extending through the spring season as seen for CPT and often associated with the308

events of biomass burning (BB) during the pre-farming season. Studies have repeatedly309

linked the BB events accounting for the high aerosol turbidity over the two locations in310

spring to mainly emanate from the northern parts of South Africa and neighbouring coun-311

tries (Formenti et al., 2002; Hersey et al., 2015; Hodnebrog et al., 2016; Yakubu & Chetty,312

2020). The concentration over each site is a function of the proximity and wind flux to-313

wards the area.314
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Following the characteristic aerosol loading over the study sites, CPT demonstrated315

the predominance of coarse particles (i.e., AE < 1.0) with a multiyear monthly average316

of 0.733 ± 0.128. At the same time, PRT tends more toward fine mode aerosols (i.e., AE317

> 1.0) with an average AE value of 1.517 ± 0.072. From Figure 2c, the minimum monthly318

mean AE (0.504 in March) and generally lower AE over Cape Town occur during the319

summer and autumn and coincide with the reduced influx of transported aerosol over320

the site. This variation significantly portrays the feature of a typical less polluted mar-321

itime environment with the predominance of sea salt (SS) aerosol. Previous studies over322

similar sites (de Leeuw et al., 2011; Smirnov et al., 2003), including this current site (Yakubu323

& Chetty, 2020), have demonstrated comparable variation and have been linked to a pris-324

tine coastal area predominated by coarse aerosol of SS origin. Similarly, the maximum325

monthly mean (0.929 in September) represents increasing aerosol loading dominated by326

finer particles and corresponds to the period of high atmospheric turbidity. This vari-327

ation is associated mainly with the spring months, typically characterised by (internal328

and external) biomass burning and fossil fuel combustion. In contrast, aerosol suspen-329

sion over Pretoria is chiefly dominated by fine mode aerosols (see Figure 2d). A mean330

monthly average AE (1.52) is recorded over PRT during the study period. Emissions from331

industrial activities, vehicular movements and other domestic activities are more likely332

to account for this variation. Meanwhile, the minimum AE (1.409 in July) and during333

the entire winter months suggest a decrease in fine particle dominated aerosols, such as334

BB aerosol, by relatively considering the drop in AOD value. The maximum (AE = 1.597335

in December) and generally from spring to autumn indicates the enhanced emission and336

suspension of fine mode particles, influenced by the BB aerosol influx from external sources.337

This AE characteristic over PRT is consistent with the observation from a previous study338

over the site (Kumar et al., 2017).339

The FMF variation from the spectral deconvolution algorithm (SDA) is presented340

in Figures 2e and 2f (i.e., for CPT and PRT, respectively) further to examine the par-341

ticle size characteristics over the study sites. Coarse mode dominates atmospheric aerosol342

suspension over CPT, with FMF mostly less than 0.5 during most months of each sea-343

son, such that the monthly average value (0.45 ± 0.056) reflects the dominance. This344

observation, coupled with the AOD and AE variation earlier described, strongly suggest345

SS as the primary aerosol type over the region. The minimum average FMF (0.360 in346

March) and low values in most months further display the strong dominance of SS aerosol347

over the area and less pollution. The maximum mean (0.542 in September) and relatively348

high values during winter signify increased pollution. These observations considerably349

align with the earlier findings in this work and the hypothesis from a previous study (Yakubu350

& Chetty, 2020), noting the influx of polluted air mass mainly linked to BB aerosol (i.e.,351

aged smoke) from the northern part of South Africa. In contrast, FMF variation over352

PRT of a monthly mean value of 0.780 ± 0.029 illustrates the predominance of fine mode353

aerosol in the site. The minimum FMF (0.730 in November) represent the period of less354

influx of external air pollutant (especially aged smoke), while the maximum (0.821 in355

September) demonstrates the enhancement of internal air pollution due to the external356

influx of aerosol particles.357

Figures 3a and 3b illustrate the variation of absorbing AOD (AODabs or τabs) over358

Cape Town and Pretoria, respectively. AODabs also constitute a vital property in aerosol359

characterisation and enhance the identification of different aerosol types. Aerosols such360

as carbon soot (CS) and black carbon (BC) are strong absorbers of solar radiation, hence,361

identifiable by high τabs. Low or relatively moderate τabs can infer moderately absorb-362

ing aerosols such as organic carbon (OC) and MD; those with poor absorbing proper-363

ties are differentiable by extremely low AODabs. On this note, τabs is generally low over364

CPT (mean τabs = 0.005 ± 0.002) compared to PRT (mean τabs = 0.019 ± 0.009) with365

≈ 4-times absorbing characteristics of CPT. The features presented by the AODabs vari-366

ations in the two locations support the pattern demonstrated by AOD, AE and FMF.367

Also, the differences in τabs between the two sites beam more insight into the role of prox-368
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Figure 2. The graphs of the multiyear monthly mean AOD, AE and FMF for Cape Town;

(a), (c) and (e), and Pretoria; (b), (d) and (f)
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imity in the aerosol characteristics over each location. PRT is closer to the prime source369

of BB aerosols resulting in higher τabs, while CPT further away from the origin accounts370

for the lesser τabs.371

Similar but opposite to τabs, the single scattering albedo (SSA or ω) variation over372

the study locations is described in Figures 3c and 3d for CPT and PRT, respectively.373

Over CPT, the monthly mean ω value is 0.932 ± 0.022 suggesting a considerable dom-374

inance of scattering suspensions. Factoring the variations portrayed by AOD, AE, FMF,375

and AODabs, the assertion of SS aerosols matching the predominant aerosol type over376

the Cape Town site is more apparent. The finding is consistent with the previous stud-377

ies on the location (Yakubu & Chetty, 2020). Nevertheless, it is essential to note from378

the min-max SSA (i.e., 0.897-0.967) that aerosol suspended over this site sometime con-379

stitutes the mix of coarse-fine mode particles leading to characteristics shift in the value380

of SSA from strong to less scattering. Internal emissions such as domestic and industrial381

emissions and the influx of aged smoke-bearing air masses are often liable to these changes.382

Similarly, the monthly mean ω in PRT is 0.899 ± 0.027, which chiefly represents383

scattering aerosols. However, compared with the obtained value over CPT, it demon-384

strates a more absorbing trait typical of an urban-industrial location and its proxy to385

the primary BB sources. The minimum average SSA (0.860) occurs in August, and the386

maximum value (0.948) is recorded in December. The minimum SSA and other lower387

values (ω < 0.890) are chiefly associated with the winter and spring months, coinciding388

with the pre-planting period in South Africa and bordering countries. From the varia-389

tions of SSA and other aerosol properties over Pretoria, one can observe the dominance390

of less absorbing and more scattering particles (like sulphate and nitrate aerosols) dur-391

ing autumn and summer. Likewise, the influence of less scattering and more absorbing392

aerosols (e.g., black and organic carbon) is observable around the winter and spring, thereby393

changing the spectral properties of the suspended particles.394

Figures 3e and 3f illustrate the variations of atmospheric water vapour content (WVC)395

for CPT and PRT. WVC or precipitable water for both locations are similar in inter-396

pretation such that atmospheric vapour is lowest during winter (i.e., CPT;1.17 cm and397

PRT;0.67 cm, both in July) and highest in summer (CPT;1.99 cm in January and PRT;2.05398

cm in December). This pattern is typical for all parts of South Africa, where WVC is399

all high during summer and lowest in winter. The monthly average WVC for the sites400

is 1.52 ± 0.29 cm and 1.35 ± 0.54 cm for Cape Town and Pretoria, respectively. Notably,401

the average WVC over CPT is higher than the value for PRT and is link-able to the near-402

ness to the ocean since air temperature over the water drops slower compared to the land.403

Generally, the characteristics of high WVC during summer have been consistently re-404

ported over the hemispheres (Sioris et al., 2016; Yakubu & Chetty, 2022). Hence, the405

finding in this study is in good agreement with past studies.406

Figures 4 and 5 show the validation of aerosol optical parameters data from the407

satellite (i.e., MISR and MODIS) observations over the locations under investigation against408

AERONET ground-measured data. In figures 4a and 4b representing Cape Towns MISR409

and MODIS AOD validations, respectively, one can see that the latter demonstrated bet-410

ter agreement with AERONET AOD following a moderate relationship (i.e., R = 0.561;411

P << 0.001) compared to the former with a very weak correlation (i.e., R = 0.173; P412

= 0.466). Also important, while MISR overestimated AOD over CPT by more than 50%413

relative to AERONET measurement, MODIS underestimated the parameter by approx-414

imately 10% (see Table 1 for complete metrics). Generally, both satellite instruments415

have been reported to retrieve AOD measurements over maritime/nearshore environments416

poorly (Kaufman et al., 1997). Several factors, such as the surface reflectance of water,417

instrument radiometric calibration, atmospheric correction and spatial resolution, are418

some of the sources of uncertainty in validating the two satellite instruments (Drury et419

al., 2008; Lora-Salazar et al., 2016). Although special algorithms are introduced in pro-420

cessing these datasets to correct and realign them with in-situ observation, environmen-421
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Figure 3. The plot of monthly mean AODabs, SSA440 and WVC for Cape Town; (a), (c) and

(e), and Pretoria; (b), (d) and (f) over their respective study periods
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Table 1. Summary of the statistical metrics adopted in the evaluation of the satellite valida-

tion

CPT

a(M1 ; M2) AOD AE AODabs SSA WVC

R-value 0.173 ; 0.561 0.069 ; 0.126 -0.033 ; 0.260 -0.014 ; -0.177 – ; 0.970
P-value 0.466 ; <0.001 0.773 ; 0.411 0.895 ; 0.105 0.960 ; 0.275 – ; <0.001
bDiff.(%) 50.08 ; -10.35 40.70 ; 103.42 13.84 ; -7.80 1.130 ; 0.590 – ; 0.570
RMSE 0.061 ; 0.026 0.380 ; 0.772 0.006 ; 0.004 0.061 ; 0.04 – ; –
MAE 0.050 ; 0.020 0.314 ; 0.753 0.005 ; 0.003 0.047 ; 0.032 – ; –

a(M1 ; M2) PRT

R-value 0.611 ; 0.641 0.025 ; 0.106 0.579 ; 0.420 0.507 ; 0.424 – ; 0.990
P-value <0.001 ; <0.001 0.858 ; 0.388 <0.001 ; <0.001 <0.001 ; 0.003 – ; <0.001
bDiff.(%) -13.11 ; -53.62 -5.160 ; -1.270 -32.91 ; -58.26 3.530 ; 3.250 – ; 7.740
RMSE 0.068 ; 0.133 0.367 ; 0.133 0.011 ; 0.015 0.045 ; 0.059 – ; –
MAE 0.052 ; 0.125 0.295 ; 0.104 0.008 ; 0.012 0.037 ; 0.046 – ; –

aM1 = MISR, M2 = MODIS. bDiff.(%) = Percentage difference.

tal differences can influence the outcome of CPT. Also, the gap between the MISR and422

MODIS datasets is associable with the scanty data by the former compared to the lat-423

ter.424

Over PRT in Figures 4c and 4d, the result seems similar as seen for CPT. MODIS425

AOD measurement (R = 0.641; P << 0.001) slightly outperformed MISR AOD (i.e., R426

= 0.611; P << 0.001) in PRT. As an important note, the instruments demonstrated bet-427

ter retrieval on land than the ocean, as seen from observation over maritime/nearshore428

environments like CPT. Meanwhile, both instruments underestimated AOD relative to429

AERONET measurement over PRT, with MODIS taking the lead (see Table 1). Fur-430

ther to the above observations, improvement in data points for MISR has significantly431

enhanced the extent of agreement with the AERONET dataset.432

AE retrievals from the two instruments relative to AERONET obtained measure-433

ments in Figures 4e 4h generally indicate weak agreements for both locations. Yet, the434

retrieval over the land (PRT) tends to be better than the counterpart in the nearshore435

CPT. In Figures 4e and 4f for CPT, MISR demonstrated a weaker correlation (i.e., R436

= 0.069; P = 0.773) compared to MODIS (i.e., R = 0.126; P = 0.411), respectively. Sim-437

ilarly, PRT in Figure 4g MISR (R = 0.025; P = 0.858) displayed a poorer correlation438

than MODIS (R = 0.106; P = 0.388) in Figure 4h. While both instruments averagely439

overestimated AE in CPT (i.e., MISR = 40.71%; MODIS = 103.42%), they underesti-440

mated the quantity in PRT (MISR = 5.16%; MODIS = 1.27%). The broader biases demon-441

strated by the AE retrievals are more associable with the inherited uncertainties from442

the AOD at individual wavelength profiled in the evaluation. Similarly, the dis-similarity443

in the choice of reference wavelengths in evaluating AE for the collocated AERONET444

and satellite instruments could also interfere with the correlation divergence.445

Studying the validation plots of AODabs for the satellite instruments over CPT il-446

lustrated in Figures 5a and 5b, shows retrieval from MISR (R = -0.033; P = 0.895) and447

MODIS (R = 0.26; P = 0.105) weakly correlated with AERONET values. As with the448

observed relationship for AOD in CPT, the poor correlation was generally recorded for449

both satellite instruments. Nevertheless, MODIS AODabs tends to agree better with AERONET.450

In Figures 5c and 5d, respectively, for Pretoria MISR and MODIS AODabs, a moderate451
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Figure 4. The plots of comparisons amongst AERONET, MISR and MODIS instrument data

on AOD (a and b), AE (c and d), AODabs (e and f) and SSA (g and h) for CPT

correlation is observable for the two instruments compared to AERONET measurements.452

The MISR (R = 0.579; P << 0.001) demonstrated a more substantial relation with the453

ground instrument compared to MODIS (R = 0.42; P << 0.001). Overall, the trend of454

relatively better agreements of the satellite instruments with the collocated AERONET455

observation over the land surface is repeatedly demonstrated here for the AODabs, which456

is consistent with the earlier finding.457

Comparison of SSA measurement between the satellites and ground instruments458

in Figures 5e-5h are similar to the relationship seen for AODabs over the locations. Weak459

connections between AERONET and the satellites SSA are recorded over CPT in which460

MISR (R = -0.014; P = 0.960) tends to be weaker than MODIS (R = -0.177; P = 0.275)461

measurement. Meanwhile, both satellite instruments posted a moderate relationship with462

the ground instrument in PRT, such that MODIS (R = 0.507; P << 0.001) is portrayed463

to be more assertive in correlation compared to MISR (R = 0.424; P = 0.003). Also es-464

sential, the satellite instruments averagely over estimated SSA measurement at both sites465

compared to the ground sensor, although by a minimal margin (i.e., < 4%). Further ex-466

amining the satellite retrieval of another vital parameter available only from MODIS,467

the precipitable water, indicated robust agreement with the ground instrument in both468

locations. As expected, the accuracy over PRT (R = 0.99; P << 0.001) supersede that469

of CPT (R = 0.97; P << 0.001) and is accountable to the satellite instrument retrieval470

precision over land compared to the water surface. The WVC MODIS-AERONET re-471

lationship result obtained in this work consistently agrees with findings from previous472

studies (Kahn et al., 2010; Yakubu & Chetty, 2020, 2022).473

3.2 Relationships amongst optical properties474

In this section, the relationships AE vs AOD, SSA vs AOD, AE vs AODabs and475

aerosol index (AI) vs WVC are examined and presented in Figure 6 to further under-476

stand the aerosol characteristics over the study locations. AI represent a parameter de-477
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Figure 5. The plots of comparisons amongst AERONET, MISR and MODIS instrument data

on AOD (a and b), AE (c and d), AODabs (e and f) and SSA (g and h) for PRT

fined as AOD *AE to factor the aerosol loading along with the size distribution in a sin-478

gle term. Figure 6a shows the relationship between AOD and AE for Cape Town. Mainly,479

low aerosol loading corresponds with large particle size (i.e., τ440 < 0.1 primarily for α440−870 <480

1.0), then AOD between 0.1 and 0.15 consists of more mixed particle size (i.e., coarse481

and fine), and high atmospheric pollution over the location is dominated by fine-mode482

aerosols (τ440 > 0.15; α440−870 > 1.0). Similarly and more obviously, low aerosol load-483

ing over Pretoria is dominated by coarse-mode aerosols (i.e., τ440 < 0.1 ≡ α440−870 <484

1.0), and high loading coincides with fine-mode particles (τ440 > 0.2 ≡ α440−870 > 1.0)485

as observed from Figure 6b.486

The plot of SSA against AOD for CPT in Figure 6c demonstrates predominant scat-487

tering (i.e., ω > 0.9) mainly for τ440 < 0.2. The region of ω < 0.9 coincides with τ440 >488

0.2 and the cluster of ω > 0.9 lies with mostly high aerosol loading (i.e., τ440 > 0.15).489

The first described region exhibits the characteristic of SS aerosols, the next is likened490

to carbon emission (including carbon soot, OC, and BC), and the last segment depicts491

sulphate and nitrate presence. These observations are consistent with the findings in the492

previous section and earlier study (Yakubu & Chetty, 2020), considering the environ-493

mental characteristics of CPT, such as the BB activities (including forest fire), the in-494

flux of aged smoke, and the level of industrial activities. For Pretoria in Figure 6d, again,495

the variation is more evident with the predominant spread of SSA > 0.9 extending from496

low to high aerosol loading (i.e., 0.15 < τ440 < 1.20) and the region of ω < 0.9 for 0.15497

< τ440 < 0.90. The first segment depicts the dominance of aerosols mostly from fos-498

sil fuel (FF) combustion (from domestic and industrial activities), such as sulphate and499

nitrate particles. The second part represents more mixed emissions from combustion ac-500

tivities (such as BB and FF) and mineral dust (MD). The characteristics of ω vs τ440501

provide considerable evidence of CPT being SS rich, receiving low to moderate FF emis-502

sions and seasonally polluted by the combined internal and external low emissions from503

BB. In contrast, PRT demonstrates a significant suspension of sulphate and nitrate aerosols504
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through regular emissions from FF combustion and seasonally enhanced pollution by a505

large concentration of BB aerosol constituents (like BC, OC and soot).506

The relationship between particle size and absorption strength for CPT in Figure507

6e shows relatively higher τabs (> 0.02) are mainly influenced by fine-mode aerosols such508

as BC and OC. At the same time, the lower absorbing feature is associated with predom-509

inantly coarse mode aerosols suspected to be SS and considerable fine-mode concentra-510

tion typical of FF combustion emission (sulphate and nitrate). In the case of PRT, aerosols511

of low absorption dominate the location. Thus, lower τabs-value mainly coincide with smaller-512

sized particles (AE > 1.0), and the same for AODabs < with higher value (τabs > 0.04).513

The first feature is typical of sulphate and nitrate aerosols, and the second is more of514

BC and soot. Meanwhile, the cluster of AE < 1.0 and AODabs < 0.02 comprises coarse515

non-absorbing aerosols, such as mainly MD considering the geographic location and the516

traces of SS aerosol.517

Figures 6g and 6h illustrate the variation of AI with WVC for CPT and PRT. For518

CPT, increasing vapour content is accompanied by a moderate rise in the AI, especially519

for WVC values in the 1 to 2.5 cm range, which suggests growth in particle sizes due to520

water intake. Similarly, hygroscopic particle growth is evident for PRT following the rise521

in AI with WVC. This observation supports the evidence of the predominance of SS aerosols522

in CPT and sulphate-nitrate aerosol combination in the case of PRT, as depicted by the523

earlier figures (i.e., Figures 6a-6f).524

3.3 Particle size distributions525

The multiyear monthly average particle size distribution (PSD) for CPT in Fig-526

ures 7a and 7b mainly displays bimodal characteristics that distinctly signify fine and527

coarse particles. Remarkably, the fine mode represents the region of radius (r) < 0.4µm528

and the coarse mode is marked by r) < 0.4µm. From the PSD variation in the figures,529

the coarse mode aerosol demonstrates a strong suggestion of predominance SS and pos-530

sibly traces of MD. Several studies have shown that CPT is not prone to MD aerosol due531

to its general environmental characteristics, including not being within any desert regions532

proxies and possessing paved and tarred roads. However, the primary dust source is through533

occasional sedimentary weathering of rocks (Tesfaye et al., 2011; Yakubu & Chetty, 2020).534

The build-up of coarse mode volume concentration is observed in March and January,535

while a significant increase in fine mode particles notably occurred during July-September.536

These features are more apparent in the seasonal variation in Figure 7c, where distinct537

intensification of coarse mode particles is visible in summer, and peak concentration of538

fine mode aerosols is detectable in winter.539

A substantial and distinct rise in the fine mode aerosol concentration (i.e., r < 0.6µm)540

is evident in February and September over PRT, thus demonstrating the predominance541

of fine particles as illustrated by the monthly average in Figures 7d and 7e. Addition-542

ally, several other peaks are observable in the region of r > 0.6µm, particularly for the543

months of May, June and September, as seen in the figures. These peaks represent the544

suspension of a significant amount of large-sized particles mainly due to the hygroscopic545

growth of hydrophilic aerosols (such as sulphate and nitrate) and emission from biomass546

burning activities (carbon soot), including from internal and external sources (i.e., con-547

sidering the period of peak). This finding agrees well with the observation from several548

existing studies on the location (Adesina et al., 2016; Kumar et al., 2017; Yakubu & Chetty,549

2022). Further to the monthly variation of PSD over PRT, Figure 7f displays the sea-550

sonal changes in the bimodal characteristics of the PSD. The highest concentrations of551

both coarse and fine mode aerosols are registered in spring, which depicts a scenario of552

mixed aerosol types linked to biomass burning and hydrophilic aerosols553
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Figure 6. The plots of the relationships between AERONET, MISR and MODIS instrument

measurement of the parameters AE vs AOD, SSA vs AOD, AE vs AODabs and AI vs WVC for

CPT; (a), (c), (e) and (g), and PRT; (b), (d), (f) and (h)
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Figure 7. The illustration of monthly and seasonal average particle size distribution for CPT;

(a), (C) and (e), and PRT; (b), (d) and (f))
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3.4 Spectral Characteristics554

The spectral behaviour of aerosol particles over the study locations is examined for555

wavelengths between 440-1020µm for AERONET, MISR and MODIS instruments. Fig-556

ures 8a and 8b present the spectral characteristics of CPT and PRT, respectively. SSA557

in Figure 8a shows moderate spectral dependence such that ω is approximately steady558

between λ-values 440 and 680 nm, then slightly decreases with increasing wavelength at559

λ > 680 nm. This variation represents the mix of non-/absorbing aerosol typical for an560

urban-industrial setting that occasionally generates and receives an influx of absorbing561

particles like CPT. Meanwhile, the satellite observations of the spectral variation differ562

because both satellite instruments demonstrate increasing, then steady ω-values along563

with λ. The satellite observation from the MISR instrument follows the described pat-564

tern but approximately flattens as the wavelength changes. However, for MODIS, a strong565

spectral dependence of increasing ω with λ is visible for the few wavelengths range (i.e.,566

440-660nm) available for the instrument. Similarly, Figure 8b displays SSA exhibits mod-567

erate spectral dependence on wavelength, following ω sparingly decreasing with λ mainly568

at λ > 800 nm. The variation again indicates mixed-type aerosols of non-absorbing and569

absorbing properties which is consistent with the environmental situation of the PTR.570

MISR again exhibit closer similarity with the AERONET variation than MODIS, which571

is more divergent, just as experienced for CPT.572

The variation of absorbing AOD for CPT illustrated in Figure 8c exhibits notable573

spectral dependency, mainly around λ < 680nm for the three instruments. An approx-574

imate steady value is noticeable for λ > 680nm. This variation shows the dominance of575

absorbing aerosol by fine particles and scattering aerosols by mainly coarse mode par-576

ticles. The result from previous studies on this site has demonstrated similar variation577

(Yakubu & Chetty, 2020). Meanwhile, a strong spectral dependence is shown by AODabs578

over PRT in Figure 8d. AODabs decrease with increasing λ, and the pattern tends to be579

more evident at λ < 680nm. Like the pattern shown for CPT, smaller aerosol particles580

demonstrate higher absorption characteristics than larger ones. The AODabs spectral581

variation in PRT indicates a significant presence of absorbing fine mode aerosols such582

as BC and OC. Similar to the observation for CPT, the spectral characteristics of AODabs583

retrieved from MISR and MODIS instruments agree well with the AERONET measure-584

ment.585

Apart from the spectral characteristics of ω and τabs, the refractive indices (i.e.,586

the real and imaginary refractive index RI) also provide insights into the scattering and587

absorption properties of aerosol for possible identification of different aerosol types and588

size features. According to the trait exhibited by the real refractive index (RIr) for CPT589

in Figure 8e, a significant change in the spectral behaviour of RIr is observed such that590

it decreases with an increasing wavelength. This change is more apparent during the spring591

to autumn seasons. Since RIr responds more to the scattering and particle size, the vari-592

ation thus demonstrates the presence of a substantial amount of slightly large-sized ab-593

sorbing aerosols (e.g., carbon soot). Further observation of the imaginary part of RI (RIi)594

for CPT in Figure 8g, one can credibly notice an increase in absorption at λ > 700nm,595

which is consistent with the variation in Figure 8e. Thus, the average RI (RIav) over CPT596

is 1.48 – i0.012, which is comparable to the RI of polluted urban marine environment597

(e.g., (Dubovik et al., 2002)).598

In contrast, the RIr for PRT in Figure 8f does not show strong spectral dependence599

as depicted by the RIr for CPT, although the values (range 1.46-1.53) are higher than600

the observed values over CPT. These high values of RIr are more evident for the win-601

ter and spring seasons associated with the intense emission of BB aerosol and particles602

from incomplete combustion of FF. Meanwhile, the lower values of RIr for the other two603

seasons are liable to aerosol removal by increasing cloud developments and precipitation604

events. As for the RIi in Figure 8h, the spectral dependence of RI with the wavelength605

is apparent at λ < 650nm and more associated with the winter and spring seasons. These606
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Figure 8. The graph showing the monthly and seasonal average spectral variation of SSA,

AODabs, RIr and RIi for CTP (a, c, e and g) and PRT (b, d, f and h)

periods are primarily associated with increased fine mode absorbing aerosols mainly due607

to BB activities. Thus average RIi for PRT decreases with λ, which with the variation608

of RIr suggests the predominance of scattering aerosols. The mean RI over this site is609

1.51 – i0.015, comparable to values recorded in BB polluted industrialised regions else-610

where (Dubovik et al., 2002).611

3.5 Identification of the different aerosol types612

After the aerosol properties examined in the previous sections, this section is in-613

tended to identify the prime aerosol types found in the locations under investigation. Ac-614

cording to results from various existing studies (Boiyo et al., 2019; Giles et al., 2012; Smirnov615

et al., 2003), the behaviour of aerosol particles along the varying size range, absorption/scattering616

properties and the effect on light extinction constitute a vital and well-established method617

of inferring aerosol types. This is because different particle types differ in response to618

these attributes, although each feature cannot fully distinguish an aerosol type due to619

complex inter-similarities amongst particle types. Some studies have explored the meth-620

ods of associating two or more properties to determine the different aerosol types in an621

environment (Boiyo et al., 2019; Kumar et al., 2017; Smirnov et al., 2003). However, these622

studies only consider particle size and aerosol loading or the size and absorbing/scattering623

characteristics. In this work, the particle effect on light extinction (AOD) and the ab-624

sorption and scattering (ω and AODabs) are considered simultaneously to enhance the625

identification of the different aerosol types. The identification process mainly follows two626
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Table 2. Summary of the AOD, AODabs and SSA values associated with the different predom-

inant aerosol types observed from the AERONET stations in (a) CPT and (b) PRT

(a) Method I Method II

Type τ range τabs range ω range τ range τabs range ω range

SS 0.016 – 0.120 10−4 – 0.014 0.900 – 0.990 0.016 – 0.110 10−4 – 0.008 0.920 – 0.990
SO4 0.140 – 0.570 10−4 – 0.024 0.920 – 0.994 0.080 – 0.234 5x10−4 – 0.026 0.872 – 0.994
MD 0.016 – 0.140 0.002 – 0.021 0.800 – 0.900 0.016 – 0.171 0.001 – 0.031 0.827 – 0.930
OC 0.017 – 0.178 0.004 – 0.058 0.573 – 0.805 0.017 – 0.178 0.004 – 0.058 0.573 – 0.820
BC 0.150 – 0.480 0.016 – 0.069 0.840 – 0.913 0.279 – 0.480 0.019 – 0.069 0.850 – 0.937

(b)

SS 0.032 – 0.090 4x10−4 – 0.010 0.880 – 0.995 – – –
SO4 0.080 – 0.379 4x10−4 – 0.045 0.870 – 0.996 0.050 – 0.300 4x10−4 – 0.049 0.810 – 0.996
MD 0.361 – 0.919 0.002 – 0.430 0.941 – 0.996 0.024 – 0.510 0.001 – 0.098 0.781 – 0.996
OC 0.037 – 0.370 0.005 – 0.078 0.527 – 0.870 0.026 – 0.250 0.002 – 0.065 0.527 – 0.980
BC 0.352 – 0.995 0.023 – 0.115 0.827 – 0.930 0.511 – 1.032 0.002 – 0.115 0.860 – 0.997

distinct procedures; (I) manual grouping of data points based on the scale of the three627

parameters under consideration and (II) application of clustering unsupervised machine628

learning (ML) algorithm using the three parameters as inputs.629

Figure 9a shows the aerosol type classification based on AOD, ω and τabs for Cape630

Town using method (I). From the figure, five distinct clusters are identifiable. The clus-631

ter bounded by the red box represents the region of high scattering (ω > 0.89), low aerosol632

loading (τ440 < 0.12) and very low absorbing particles (AODabs < 0.014), which sat-633

isfy the features of SS aerosols and constitute the significant aerosol type over the site.634

The yellow box corresponding to high aerosol loading (AOD > 0.10), scattering (ω >635

0.90) and low absorption (AODabs < 0.02) is linked to sulphate and nitrate aerosols.636

The orange box represents AOD < 0.02, 0.80 < ω < 0.90 and AODabs < 0.02 resem-637

bles more of MD. Also, the black box bounding particles with relatively low SSA (ω <638

0.80), low to very high absorption, and AOD matches the carbonaceous soot and OC mix.639

At the same time, the cluster of AOD > 0.10, high absorbing and ω < 0.90 (blue box)640

coincide with BC. Similarly, five distinct groups were detected using method (II) for CPT,641

as seen in Figure 9b. Generally, the clusters closely resembled those generated using method642

(I), although slight differences existed in boundaries defining each aerosol type. Table643

2 fully describes detected boundaries defining the aerosol types obtained from both ap-644

proaches.645

Figure 10a illustrates the identification of the different dominating aerosol types646

over Pretoria based on the plot of AOD, SSA and AODabs using method (I). From the647

figure, the smallest cluster (red box) representing particles with high scattering and low648

absorption (ω > 0.9, AODabs < 0.02 and AOD < 0.01) constitutes SS aerosols. The yel-649

low box bounding high scattering aerosols with low absorption and AOD extending to650

high values matches sulphate and nitrate aerosols. Similarly, the region of high scatter-651

ing (i.e.,ω > 0.92), AOD (τ440 > 0.30) and moderate to low absorbing feature (i.e., or-652

ange box) correspond to MD aerosols. Also, the cluster of particles having ω < 0.90, low653

to moderate AODabs-values (i.e., 0.01 0.07), and AOD ranging from low to very high654

values bounded by the black box matches carbonaceous soot. Meanwhile, the segment655

of high absorbing, low scattering and high aerosol loading indicated by the blue box cor-656

respond to OC and BC mix.657
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Figure 9. The cluster plot of different prime aerosol types based on the SSA, AOD and

AODabs for CPT using procedure (a) I and (b) II

Unlike the output from method II for Cape Town that resulted in five distinct clus-658

ters similar to the pattern from its corresponding method I, four aerosol groups are de-659

tected for Pretoria using the machine learning approach. The identified clusters from method660

I substantially differ from those displayed by method II for the location, particularly around661

the region of AOD > 0.4 and high AODabs-values, as seen in Figure 10b. A summary662

of the identified clusters of crucial aerosol types is thus presented in Table 2. Hence from663

the identification process, sulphate and nitrate aerosols are the predominant aerosol types664

in the region which is consistent with the urban-industrialised characteristic of the lo-665

cation. Likewise significant is the identification of a substantial amount of carbonaceous666

aerosols (soot, OC and BC) being in suspension over the region and earlier suggested667

to result from local and external activities of BB. The results from aerosol observations668

and identifications for the two locations closely agree with several studies conducted over669

these sites and elsewhere globally (Boiyo et al., 2019; Kumar et al., 2017; Smirnov et al.,670

2003; Yakubu & Chetty, 2020).671

3.6 Radiative forcing (RF)672

A crucial impact of aerosol on the earth associated with huge uncertainties is the673

radiative forcing (RF) effect. The RF, which constitutes the primary factor that influ-674

ences the global average temperature and is a critical climate driver, is a function of the675

amount of incoming shortwave (SWR) solar radiation and outgoing longwave (LWR) ter-676

restrial radiation (IPCC, 2007, 2013). The effective RF mainly results in a net cooling677

effect when incoming SWR is lesser than outgoing LWR, a condition typical of predom-678

inated scattering aerosols. In contrast, a net warming effect occurs when SWR > LWR,679

is mainly enhanced by absorbing particles (Kumar et al., 2017; Lohmann & Feichter, 2005).680

Therefore, Figure 11 displays the multiyear average monthly RF at the bottom of681

the atmosphere (BOA), the top of the atmosphere (TOA) and ARF for Cape Town and682

Pretoria as observed from the AERONET instrument at each site. In Figure 11a, the683
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Figure 10. The cluster plot of different prime aerosol types based on the SSA, AOD and

AODabs for PRT using procedure (a) I and (b) II

RFBOA for CPT generally demonstrated a warming effect over the region with an over-684

all average of 11.31 ±2.01Wm−2. The maximum monthly average of 14.50Wm−2 in Septem-685

ber corresponds to the high aerosol loading period associated with the influx of aged smoke686

from BB activities outside the region. In comparison, the minimum 8.35Wm−2 in May687

coincides with the period of low aerosol loading. Similarly, for Pretoria in Figure 11b,688

a positive RF of a monthly average of 26.01Wm−2 is observed at the BOA leading to689

a warming effect. The maximum RF at BOA (45.55Wm−2) recorded in September is linked690

to the activities of BB in the region and from boundary communities. Also, the peak co-691

incides with the maximum over CPT, emphasising the drift of BB aerosol from the dom-692

inating sources in the north to the southern part of Southern Africa. Meanwhile, the min-693

imum monthly value (18.97 Wm−2) occurs in January and coincide with the period dom-694

inated by internally generated aerosols.695

The RF at TOA depicts a negative forcing over CPT in contrast to the pattern shown696

by RF at BOA (see Figure 11a). The average monthly RF at TOA for the multiyear statis-697

tics is -5.34 ±1.04Wm−2, representing a cooling effect. From the chat, the maximum cool-698

ing effect (-6.49Wm−2) occurs in September, while the minimum (-3.36Wm−2) is recorded699

in March. For the PRT station (see Figure 11b), a similitude variation, as earlier seen700

in the case of CPT, is evident. A cooling effect with a multiyear monthly average value701

of -10.30 ±1.91Wm−2 is observed at TOA over PRT. Meanwhile, the maximum nega-702

tive RF at TOA is -14.20Wm−2 in February, and the minimum cooling effect is -7.56Wm−2,703

which occurs in June. Therefore, the variation of RF at TOA demonstrated by both lo-704

cations depicts the consequences of predominance scattering initiated by a differing fac-705

tor such that coarse aerosol (SS) is linked to CPT, and fine particles (sulphate and ni-706

trate aerosol) are associated with PRT.707

According to the expression in equation (1), the effective RF (i.e., ARF) for the708

study locations, as shown in Figure 11 (a and b), apparently display net cooling effects709

(negative RF) over the two sites. Over CPT, an average net cooling effect of value -16.65710
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Figure 11. The graph of RF at BOA, TOA and average over CPT (a) and Pretoria (b)

±2.40Wm−2 is estimated over the location during the study period. The maximum cool-711

ing effect (-20.99Wm−2) is attained during September, and the minimum (-12.32Wm−2)712

is reached in April. Also, a net cooling effect averaged at -36.31 ±8.36 Wm−2 in PRT713

during the study period. The monthly mean cooling effect at maximum (-58.68Wm−2)714

occurs in September, coinciding with the month of higher aerosol loading. And as ex-715

pected, the minimum cooling effect (-28.55Wm−2) occurred during January, which is iden-716

tified for low AOD. One can see that the net RF over the two locations result in a prac-717

tical cooling effect. The magnitude of cooling is higher over PRT than CPT and signif-718

icantly depends on the aerosol loading and the predominance of aerosol types suspended719

over the regions.720

4 Conclusion721

The optical properties and the consequential radiative effect of aerosol are inves-722

tigated in Cape Town (CPT) and Pretoria (PRT), two renowned metropolitans with dis-723

tinct background aerosol types and commonly influenced by biomass burning (BB) ac-724

tivities from the northern part of South Africa. Apart from the background aerosol, they725

differ in meteorological and climate circumstances due to geographical stance and inter-726

nal activities. Thus, the followings are deduced from the observations.727

Cape Town is mainly characterised by low aerosol loading predominated by coarse728

particles identified as sea salt (SS). In contrast, Pretoria is found to experience high aerosol729

loading, largely fine mode particles ailing from different combustion activities (i.e., BB730

and fossil fuel combustion). Furthermore, the aerosol loading over the two metropoli-731

tans is frequently influenced by BB activities emitted north of South Africa, including732

PRT during the pre-farming season in September, which alters aerosols spectral and ra-733

diative properties over the locations.734

Aerosol suspension over CPT and PRT mainly demonstrated strong scattering char-735

acteristics and low absorption properties. While CPTs high scattering and low absorp-736
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tion characteristics are linked to coarse mode aerosols of marine origin (SS aerosols), sus-737

pension over PRT is more of fine mode particles ascribed to sulphate and nitrate aerosols.738

Further, the aerosol absorption feature increases in both locations during the period iden-739

tified for the predominance of BB activities, with the prevalence more obvious for PRT.740

The columnal precipitable water increases sharply over the two locations during741

summer, representing more than 65% compared to the values during the other sea sea-742

sons. Also, the average value for WVC is slightly higher in CPT than in PRT. Cape Towns743

nearness to the ocean is accountable for its higher values than PRT.744

Validation of satellite instrument measurements of aerosol parameters against the745

AERONET datasets shows considerable agreement. However, some parameters such as746

AE, AODabs and SSA demonstrated poor agreement and large uncertainty regarding the747

ground instrument for specific locations and different platforms. On a general note, MODIS748

outperformed MISR in retrievals of most parameters and provided an exceptional dataset749

of atmospheric vapour measurement (i.e., for WVC, R > 0.95), which is unavailable for750

MISR. Considering the two locations, the satellite retrieval possesses better accuracy in751

PRT (mainly land surface) than for CPT (water environment).752

Analysis based on the optical and spectral characteristics of the parameters under753

consideration (SSA, AODabs, RIr and RIi), the ranking of prominence aerosol types sus-754

pended over CPT follows the hierarchy MD < OC < BC < sulphate/nitrate < SS. Sim-755

ilarly, for PRT, the order of prominence follows SS < MD < OC < BC < sulphate/nitrate756

aerosols. Also, machine learning techniques demonstrate the capability to classify and757

identify different aerosol types based on their optical features.758

The effective radiative forcing over the two locations is negative, resulting in net759

cooling effects and primarily influenced by different aerosol types in each case. Over CPT,760

the predominance of SS aerosols is observed to be responsible for this condition. In con-761

trast, the prevalence of sulphate/nitrate aerosols is identified as the culprit for the net762

cooling effect over PRT.763
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